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iiiybis Prologue
Japan is fast becoming a leader in the world circle, recently becoming
the world's largest economic superpower; this after being decimated
within the twentieth century. Such a quickly-evolving society must have
constant input in order to sustain itself in any way, and one set of this input
is from the west, specifically the United States. As the progenitors of the
future built environment, architects must be in the inner realms of the circle
that carries its ideas and ideals into Japan. By choice or imposition, Japan has
readily accepted input from other cultures throughout their history. Their
culture is a set of modifications of other cultural components, and in that
way Japan has evolved quickly and successfully.
There is a clear dichotomy between the cultures of the United States and
Japan, as well as a certain partnership or correlation. The culture of America
is largely one of individuality, inventiveness, uniqueness of personae, and
originality: the Japanese possess a culture of group-mindedness, social
hierarchy, natural processes, and traditionalism. The "creationistic" tendencies of the United States and the "evolutionary" tendencies of Japan are
contrasted in many ways, and many differences are brought forth.
Although there are many aspects of American culture that are uniquely
American now, they were borrowed for the most part from our western
counterparts of England, Italy, Germany, and others. Overall, America is a
borrowing of other cultures, mixed into one. Although the culture of Japan
is very much their own, and dissimilar to other far eastern countries, they
borrowed many of their cultural characteristics from China, Korea, and
other Asian and southern Pacific nations. The countries are thus similar.
Jazz music, like most music forms, evolved from varied types of musical
expression. This occurred, however, within a society largely based on
creationistic ideals, and therefore represents a dichotomy between itself
and the culture of the United States. Also, the Jazz Center will represent a
dichotomy between the culture it represents and the one in which it is
placed.
The different characteristics of each culture, both shared and unique,
canbe expressed architecturally through images representing, in physical
reality, the evolutionary and creationistic tendencies of the respective
cultures, as well as shared multi-cultural origins.

Thesis Prologue
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Thesis Statement

The challenge I intend to address is that of architecturally representing
the dichotomy of "creationistic" and "evolutionary" tendencies of the two
cultures, as well as the shared aspect of multi-cultural origins, through both
juxtaposition and hybridization of forms, spaces, and architectural ordering principles representing each of the three aforementioned concepts (and
therefore, in the case of the dichotomies, the two cultures); this task should
be undertaken without imposing the esthetic sensibilities of one culture
onto the other, or creating forms which are meaningless to the recipient
culture.

Thesis Statement
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Project Statement
As the United States is reliant on other cultures to be successful, the
people of Japan increasingly accept influence from other cultures which
contribute to continuing assimilation and evolution. Without imposing
upon them, one can provide the means for obtaining such input.

Jazz

music seems to be the only true, pure, unborrowed American cultural
component, and can be viewed as a logical starting point to provoke an
assimilation of our culture into theirs.
The need for this project is a basic need for the people of one culture,
the Japanese, to experience and learn about the culture of another country,
that of the United States. Since there is no center like this one in the entire
country of Japan, the time is viewed as appropriate for this development.
Although there may be much more Jazz Music in the en tire country of Japan
than has been publicly identified, surely this music form is not represented
in one specific locale.
One can easily see that the desire for the governments of both nations
to continue a broad cultural interchange could be furthered by collaboration
on a project of this nature.The clients could then be represented by the
collective governments of the two nations. The users of the facility are
simply the public of Japan, tourists. Jazz enthusiasts, and anyone that
frequents museums and musical performances.
As an architectural goal, creating a means to carry culture from the
United States to Japan carries multiple responsibilities. The designer must
carry his own cultural attachments into the other culture without diluting
aspects of either one, while the center must facilitate its intended cultural
responsibilities. The challenge will be to successfully design a facility
acting as vehicle for the spreading of American culture to Japan, without
imposing upon the Japanese any western ideals that may be unsettling or
without substantial meaning to the Japanese people themselves.

Project Statement
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Activity Analysis
There are five main zones of activities: display spaces, reading
spaces, listening spaces, auditorium spaces, and public or lobby spaces. The
activities included in these spaces are as follows:
Lobby/Public Spaces
The general slant of these spaces is to welcome and orient the visitors
Visitors

Driving or riding to Center

Getting in the car, driving to center,
parking the car, getting out, walking to
the facility...obtaining and usingpublic
means of transportation

Entering the Center

Walking into or being conveyed into the
center.

Purchasing tickets

If necessary, the visitor may need to buy
tickets, show tickets, or show identification as a "season ticket holder"; or, a
roster may be signed

Removing Coats

As the visitor gets into the center, boots
and coats are bulky and warm enough not
to be wanted indoors, and other valuables
may be too heavy or bulky to carry. They
will be deposited in a central area for safe
storage and picked up after visit.

Orienting to Center

As the visitor enters the center, he or she
will wish to find the different areas and
decide which one(s) to visit.

Deciding which to visit

The visitor will make a judgement as to
which area of the center to visit based on
personal taste and biases.

Proceeding to area

Walking to the areas that the visitor wants
to experience, or being conveyed some
how.

Listening

To announcements, PA systems, guides,
staff, experts, each other.

Resting

After or before procession through the
center, the visitor may wish to sit and
physically rest

Eating

The visitor may wish to take a meal at the
center, or simply snack or drink a beverage.

Using the restroom

The visitor may need to wash his or her
hands, face, etc., or use it for other pur
poses.

Picking up literature

Schedules, maps, brochures, outlines, etc.,
may be available to the visitors at some
point in the center's lobby.

Activity Analysis

Reading literature

After the visitor picks up their literature,
they may wish to puruse it on the spot.

Taking photographs

As the visitors rest, arrive, leave, etc., they
may wish to photograph their surround
ings to keep the trip to the center in their
memories a little bit longer.

Buying momentos

A gift-shop type area may be desirable to
have so that visitors may take some jazz
music or history with them.

Staff

Getting to the Center

Driving, walking, riding to the center and
parking their vehicles or debarking from
public means of transportation

Welcoming visitors

As the visitors walk in, they may like to be
greeted by a staff member and welcomed
to the center.

Orienting visitors

So the visitor may know where each space
or area is, and not have to go out of their
way to find that information

Serving food, cooking

Because the visitors may want to eat in the
center

Cleaning

The maintenance of the center is important to public opinion of the center

Performing office duties

The everyday administration needs are to
be met by the staff members so it may
stay open and running

Auditorium:
In the Auditorium spaces, performances will be enjoyed by visitors on a regularly
scheduled basis or once-only occasions.
Visitor

Finding

Through signage, directions asked of the
staff, or visually

Entering

The visitor walks or is rolled, carried, or
conveyed into the auditorium.

Finding a Seat

The visitor finds a seat from which the
stage is clearly visible, or finds a reserved
seat.

Sitting down

The visitor sits down in a seat or positions
his or her wheelchair in a predetermined
spot.

Settling into seat

Once the visitor finds his or her chair or
place, he or she will prepare for the performance by getting comfortable.

Activity Analysis
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Watching and/or listening

The visitor sits down during the perfor
mance, and uses sense of sight and hear
ing to take in the performance. Many
factors will contribute to the level of in
volvement in the performance, including
temperature, lighting, noise (or lack of
it), colors in the auditorium, etc. As these
factors are impossible to describe fully at
this point of the project, they will be addressed during the design process.

Leaving

Either immediately before, during, or after the performance, the visitor will rise
from his or her seat and proceed from the
auditorium to use the lavatory facilities,
smoke, drink, eat, cough, quiet the baby,
etc.

Staff/performers

Getting to the Center

Driving, walking, riding to the center and
parking their vehicles or debarking from
public means of transportation

Cleaning/ maintaining

The custodians of the facility will clean/
maintain the facilities themselves in many
respects, including vacuuming, wiping,
polishing, and any maintenance necessary.

Loading Equipment

Removing equipment from either vehicles
or storage facilities and placing them in
the performance or practice spaces.

Setting up instruments

Settingup the instrumentsor audio/video
equipment to ready for performance or
practice

Practicing

Playing scales or sets of notes on instru
ments, tuning the instruments, testing
instruments and audio equipment, play
ing songs and performances.

Readying for performance

Situating seats, instruments, equipment,
and selves for scheduled performance.

Performing

Playing songs, sets of songs, singing, etc.,
for people who are there to see and hear
the performance.

Changing Apparel

Before and after the performance, the performer will p)erhaps need to change
clothing, shoes, and apply makeup, de
odorant, etc.

Using the restroom

For various activities.

Activity Analysis

Taking intermission breaks

This may entail any sort of physical or
mental break from the performance of
music.

Drinking, eating

Musicians take nutrients before the performance.

Recording music

Perhaps the performers make a record of
their performance, either video or audio

Listening / watching tapes

The performers may listen to / watch
their performances or other's performances

Storing

The storage of equipment owned by performers, the facility itself. This includes
instruments, props, curtains, electronic
equipment, etc.

Greeting visitors

As the visitors move into the display space,
the staff will welcome them perhaps and
help orient them.

Seating People

Ushers will need to help people find their
seats and help audience members exit the
auditorium

Reading Spaces
Like any other library, the Reading Spaces will be used to research Jazz, or just for
learning about it and enjoying the history and theory behind the music form.
Visitors

Finding

Through signage, directions asked of the
staff, or visually. The search may entail
computer use, card catalog use, or conversation with the staff.

Entering

The visitor walks or is rolled, carried, or
conveyed into the reading spaces.

Finding sections/volumes

The visitor will either know what he or
she is looking for and find it among the
other volumes, or not know and either
make an inquiry and subsequently be
guided, or just browse through all titles or
sections.

Carrying volumes

After finding the proper titles, the visitor
will carry the books to a table or other
reading areas or spaces

Reading

Visually taking in the printed word, or
tactile reading in Braille, or hearing books
on tapes

Placing books

On tables, for reshelving by staff

Activity Analysis
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Writing/ researching

Taking in the printed word and transfer
ring them into their words to be used in
school, work, etc., by writing or other
wise recording their words

Copying

photocopying the words from the library's
volumes to be used later for research,
presentation, or pleasure

Inquiring

Asking staff members where to find a
certain title, section, subject, etc. Also,
card catalog research, CD ROM readers,
other computer reference material are
utilized.

Orienting

The visitor may wish to rely on his or her
directional savvy to find volumes.

Staff
Getting to the Center

Driving, walking, riding to the center and
parking their vehicles or debarking from
public means of transportation

Receiving Books

Either from vehicles or people, books will
be conveyed to the support areas of the
library.

Cataloging books

After receipt, the books will be recorded
in logs, paper or computer, and placed
into the permanent records of the library.
Microfiche and microform may also be
used.

Shelving books

Placing the volumes on the shelves in the
library to be found later by visitors or staff
according to a certain filing system.

Organizing books

In a proper system of cataloging on the
shelves and tables, etc.

Greeting visitors

As the visitors move into the display space,
the staff will welcome them perhaps and
help orient them.

Answering inquiries

After the visitor asks the staff members for
the proper directions, the staff must direct
the visitor as to where lies the volume that
the visitor is seeking.

Sitting

Waiting for the visitor to inquire, the staff
member must be comfortable.

Performing Office duties

Any bookkeeping, management, purchasing, etc.

Activity Analysis
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Display Spaces
The displays found in this facility will range from small artifacts to
the size of a piano, perhaps. There must be means to store, move,
carry, set up, break down, receive, and send these display objects
away. As the history of Jazz ranges in years from the late 19th
century to the present day and beyond, the collection has no end
and may grow larger and larger in an exponential manner. The
displays themselves will range from manuscripts, sheet music,
books, records, contracts, clothing, trumpets, trombones, microphones, guitars, pianos, eyeglasses, bow ties, momentos, magazines, etc.
The visitors of the Center will use these spaces to take in the history of Jazz through
normal viewing and learning from artifacts of the Jazz music and culture form.
Visitor

Finding

Through signage, directions asked of the
staff, or visually

Entering

The visitor will walk, be rolled, carried, or
otherwise conveyed into the display areas

Situating at start

The beginning of the sequence of spaces
or display spaces will be found or decided
upon by the visitors themselves, and they
will proceed to that point and begin to
take in visually or aurally the displays.

Examining the displays

Looking at, listening to, touching, smell
ing, thinking about, reflecting upon, the
displays. The visitor must be able to view
the displays from both close, to capture
detail, and from a greater distance, to get
a general feeling of the display itself. Large
open spaces directly in front of the display
should be allowed for, out of the path of
circulation.

Talking about the displays

As the visitors go through the displays,
they may want to speak to their friends or
family that are there with themabout said
displays.

Walking through spaces

The movement through the display spaces
will be done chiefly by walking, strolling,
rambling through the spaces. Also,
wheelchairs or "Lark"-type vehicles may
be used.

Taking photographs

For the purposes of longevity of the
memory, people will take photos of the
displays

Exiting the museum

After the visitor has seen all he or she
wants to see, he/she will leave to proceed
to another of the spaces in the center or
actually leave the center.

Activity Analysis
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staff
Getting to the Center

Driving, walking, riding to the center and
parking their vehicles or debarking from
public means of transportation

Receiving materials

Either from vehicles or people, display
materials will be brought to the museum
space to be included in the exhibition

Storing materials

After the material for display is brought to
the museum, or after the display is finished, the display materials will be stored
somehow,forprotectionand saving space.

Documenting materials

The staff need to have a record of the
displays so they can be kept track of.

Finding displays

In the storage areas, the displays will need
to be found easily and retrieved for use

Moving displays

From the storage or receiving areas to
display areas by the staff. These displays
will range in size from palm-sized artifacts to perhaps the size of a grand piano,
or a room-size display (the latter must
have the capacity to be broken down)

Greeting visitors

As the visitors move into the display space,
the staff will welcome them perhaps and
help orient them.

Guiding visitors

The visitors will be organized to be guided
through the spaces, and the displays will
be explained to them.

Taking breaks

Regular breaks may be necessary or required by law, and definitely desired by
the workers themselves.

Using restrooms

For the normal reasons

Drinking, Eating

On break.

Listening Spaces
One of the most important types of spaces in a music center, the listening spaces will
be used for listening to Jazz music or audio histories of Jazz.
Visitors

Finding the spaces

Either through signage, visual connections, or other means.

Entering the space

Walking, being conveyed, etc.

Looking for music

Either specific or suggested by the staff

Browsing

Wandering through the shelves and
looking at titles or sections

Activity Analysis
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Finding music

Coming upon the ti tie one is looking for or
that interests the visitor

Inquiring

Asking the staff either where the volume
the visitor is looking for or what they
recommend

Carrying the music

Picking up cassettes, CD's etc., and taking
them to the listening spaces

Finding listening areas

Through signage, by direction of the staff,
visual access

Operating equipment

Cassette decks, CD players, etc., either
assisted or by themselves

Listening to music

Through headphones, speakers, privately,
in groups

Exiting listening areas

Leaving the booth or cubicle in which the
listening is done

Replacing music

On a table or central place where the staff
may inspect and reshelve the music
To proceed to other parts of the center or
to leave altogether

Leaving
Staff
Getting to the Center

Driving, walking, riding to the center and
parking their own vehicles or debarking
from public means of transportation

Orienting visitors

Assisting the visitor in finding music, in
operating equipment, etc.

Receiving music/equipment

From vehicles, hand carried, en masse or
one-at-a-time.

Cataloging music

In an orderly manner, recording the exist
ence of music

Organizing/cataloging

Putting the music on the shelves in an
orderly manner to be found later by staff
or visitors

Shelving music

Putting the music on the shelves to be
found later

Listening to music

Reviewing the music, keeping up with the
inventory

Helping visitors

In finding specific or general titles

Keeping up equipment

Maintenance, either repair or preventive,
cleaning

Taking breaks, etc.

During work, before work, at lunch, to
eat, use the restroom, etc.

Activity Analysis
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Adjacency Diagram
Lobb'y Proper
Cafe Dining Room
Cafe Kitchen
Information Center
Ticket Booth
Coat Room
Gift Shop
General Offices
Auditorium
Soundroom
Equipment Storage
Auditorium Offices
Stage
Backstage
Display Spaces
Museum Storage
Museum Offices
Museum Receiving
Museum Information
Recording Stacks
Listening Rooms
Listening Booths
Equipment Rooms
Storage / Archives
Listening Space Storage
Listening Space Offices
Listening Space Receiving
Listening Information
Library Stacks
Reading Spaces
Study Carrells
Card Catalog
Copy Room
Library Receiving
Library Information
Library Offices

Critical Adjacency
Moderate Adjacency
No Adjacency

Adjacency Diagram
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Environmental Systems
Lighting:^
1.

Lobby, Public Areas:
7.5 footcandles

2.

Library:
25 footcandles on stacks
50 footcandles for reading areas

3.

Listening Rooms:
30 footcandles on storage
50 footcandles for tasklighting for reading music

4.

Auditorium:
15 footcandles on seating areas (houselighting)
Special lighting on stage area
35 footcandles for other backstage areas

5.

Museum
15 footcandles on paths, etc.
special downlighting on displays

6.

Other spaces
Offices:
50-100 footcandles
Restrooms:
15 footcandles
Maintanence areas, general storage
20 footcandles

^ Benjamin Stein, John S. Reynolds, and William J. McGuinness,
Mechanical and Electrical Equipment for Buildings (New York: John Wiley
& Sons, 1986), p. 884.

Environmental Systems
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Auditorium and Listening Areas
Sound^
Sound Isolation
HVAC supply ducts should be sound-absorbent, with lined ductwork; the
return should be through lined ductwork as well, with baffles if the distance
of ducts between rooms is short. Although in larger auditoria white noise
of NC 30-35 is recommended, in a small recital hall G^oth performances and
practice/rehearsals) there should be no background white noise. No door
louvres should be employed, and sound-absorbing treatments should be
applied to walls, ceilings, floors, etc. Sound locks are sometimes necessary
in practice areas, rehearsal rooms, and auditoria with close-by spaces of
other types.
Acoustics
Some requirements for recital hall acoustics are an adequate ceiling height
to provide volume for necessary reverberation times, upholstered chairs as
opposed to vinyl, a more or less rectangular shape for the hall, irregularly
shaped walls and ceilings, a stage shaped for reflection to audience and
other musicians, with a ceiling height of twenty feet or less, and skewed
walls surrounding the stage. Generally it is recommended to use either
plaster or wood in recital halls.
HVAC 3
—constant year-round humidity in instrument areas to be 35-50%
—humidification should also occur in library stack areas that house fragile,
old books or relics that may be damaged by dry air
—sound isolation is a major consideration in all areas except the lobby area
—because of the users' being accustomed to building for the summer,
heating is not quite as important as cooling
—windows are not desirable in an auditorium area
—equipment should be isolated from auditorium area
—ducts should incorporate acoustic linings
—drafts can be serious problems, for they can affect scenery, pitch of
instruments
—high volume/low velocity system should be utilized
—grilles should not add noise
—angles in the duct layout can be utilized to reduce noise in listening rooms
—humidity controls should be utilized

Environmental Systems
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Illumunation *
General Considerations
For reading simple scores, an illumination of 30 footcandles is acceptable,
and for reading more complex scores 70 footcandles is recommended.
Seventy footcandles is also accepted for proper general illumination.

Lighting Requirements for a music/drama auditorium
Type

Function

Controlled From

Fixtures/Instruments

House

Light audience area

Lighting control
board

Incandescent only

Stage

Light performance
area

Lighting control
board

Floodlights,
spotlights, scoops,
special lights

Concert

Light performance
area

Lighting control
board

Downlights,
floodlights

Work

Light rehearsal area
with stage lights off

Wall switches, stage
manager's control
panel, lighting
control board

General

Rehearsal

Light rehearsal area
with stage lights off

Stage manager's
control panel,
lighting control
board

Downlights, general
lighting

Emergency

Permit audience
and performers to
escape in a power
failure

Automatic
switchover from
house and stage
circuits

May use some
house lighting
fixtures or separate
floodlights

Panic

Provide immediate
fuU light in a panic
when power does
not fail

Stage manager's
control panel,
lighting control
board

Uses existing
system

Aisle & Exit

Light steps and aisle
and pinpoint doors
to provide safe
egress from
audience area when
house is darkened

Lighting control
board, panelboard

Special

Environmental Systems
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Natural Lighting
Natural light is not very dependable, it is not available at night, it can
provide for unbalanced distribution, it produces glare and discomfort for
some users, and windows that would provide natural light will become
dark areas at night. Some solutions for these problems are reflective blinds
or light shelves, exterior shading, light scoops, clerestories, or roof-monitors.
One should always investigate the impact of natural lighting on the HVAC
system.
Components
House lighting, battery-powered emergency lighting, aisle lighting, exit
lighting, portable stage lighting, backstage performance lighting (running
lights), general backstage lighting, rehearsal lighting.
Load circuit plugging boxes, plugging strips, floor pockets, all with an
interconnected panel; stage house lighting control console, preset panel,
memory bank, dimmer bank.
Other special equipment includes sound systems designated specifically
for the spaces into which they will be placed.

2 Harlod P. Geerdes, Music Facilities:Building, Equipping, and
Renovating (Reston, Virginia: Music Educators National Conference, 1987),
p. 72-73.
3 Ibid.
4 Ibid.

Environmental Systems
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Display Spaces *

Light
All light, and especially ultraviolet light, will deteriorate most display
materials, save metal, glass, and stone. The simplest and most effective way
of lighting the displays is placing the light sources parallel wdth the wall and
direct them at the displays at an angle of about 30°. The light sources can
be continuous or single-luminaires, either fixed or movable. What is
necessary is that the lighting be directed at the displays with the lowest
practical illuminance level for viewing, for the shortest amount of time.
HVAC
General considerations are like those of the listening spaces and the auditorium. In displays and archives, deterioration is caused by two things: the
action of the atmosphere and the effect of light.
The best conditions for museums are clean air and a relative humidity of
about 55%. One must preserve stable climatic conditions, and in a humid
climate this is to be performed by dehumidifiers.
Library Spaces^
Light
For general conditions:
5-10 footcandles is an adequate level for inactive stacks (staff-only access)
20-50 footcandles for active stacks
20-100 for reading areas (depending on materials and ages of users)
Important to consider are contrast and glare.
HVAC
The best climate conditions for a library are about 55% relative humidity
and a temperature of about 70° F. One must consider noise control, central
controls, staff-only operation, fixed levels for public spaces and flexible
controls for staff and support spaces, and sp)ecial ventilation for fumeprodudng activities like binding and gluing.

' Michel Bra wne. The New Museum(New York: Frederick A. Prager,
1965), p. 170.
^ Godfrey Thompson, Planning and Design of Library Buildings
(Butterworth Architecture, 1989), p. 107.

Environmental Systems
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uescripiion of Tokyo

The city of choice for this project is Tokyo. The main reason for this
decision is that it is the city in Japan with the highest number of westemirtfluenced facilities, much less the fact that it is the largest city in Japan with
the most resources. "Everything shows up here, sooner or later: van Gogh's
Sunflowers, the Berlin Philharmonic, Chinese Pandas, Mexican food. Even
the Coney Island carousel is here..."^
The city of Tokyo is perhaps the most difficult city in the world to
look at, to understand, from one perspective. The size of Tokyo is staggering:
the city incorporates 23 wards, 26 smaller cities, 7 towns, 8 villages, which
all combine to stretch 55 miles east to west and 15 miles north to south. In
the wards alone reside over 8 million people. Still, the city has no space to
spare, yet builders have seldom gone more that a couple stories up with
buildings. Much space is wasted, although it is the most precious commodity
according to the public, who must often weave around telephone poles to
walk down the street.^
The fabric of Tokyo is woven from countless contradictions. It is the
world's premier financial marketplace, but all automatic teller machines
shut down at 6:00 p.m. daily. The first electric light was installed in 1833, but
hundreds of thousands of households do not enjoy the luxury of a bathtub.
When the city was destroyed in World War II, the government had the
unconnmon luxury of building a planned city from scratch like Washington
or Kyoto-it was not to be. Once again, Tokyo became a stew of smaller
villages, separate but tied to the identity of Tokyo itself .3
There has been no urban planning in Tokyo save the practice of the
emperor in the seventeenth century of placing the lands of less trusted
shogun on the fringes of the city. The house numbers of Tokyo are not by
position, but chronologically according to the completion dates of the
buildings themselves. Streets have no names, and one must rely on memory
to find his or her way around. (This problem is often alleviated by the many
policemen, based in substations called kobans, whose job it is to direct lost
citizens.) Many of the buildings in Tokyo are simply ugly, some are merely
grotesque. The attraction of Tokyo is the pure wealth of culture, people, and
simply things to do there. All of the 30 million inhabitants that reside in a
20 mile radius of the Imperial Palace are in a hurry, ferocious consumers
who live in a city that went from nothing at the end of the war to the
dazzlingly important city Tokyo is today.^

Description of Tokyo
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More specifically, the district in which the Jazz Center will be
placed is called Ueno. This district, north east of the Imperial Palace, was
of prominence in the beginnings of the 1600's when leyasu Tokugawa
established his capital here. Since then, it has undergone many changes in
power and organization, but has remained an important part in the culture
of Tokyo. The train station is the essential factor in the continuing importance of Ueno. The Japan Railways Station at Ueno was completed in 1883,
and ever since the district has been a magnet attracting people from villages
in pursuit of a better life.
Across from the train station are a number of cultural facilities: The
Tokyo Metropolitan Festival Hall, the National Science Museum, the Tokyo
National Museum, the Horyuji Treasure Hall, etc. The most important of
these museums in relation to this project, though, is the National Museum
of Western Art. Designed by Le Corbusier, this museum houses many
masterpieces by western artists, including Rodin, Renoir, Monet, and
Cezanne. It lies directly across the street from the JR station, and provides
more or less a gateway to the scores of cultural attractions in the district.^
It is here, in the rich cultural center of Ueno, that the jazz center will be
placed (in theory, at least). The challenge now is to procure detailed aerial
photographs and site information.

^Sta tier, Oliver: Fodor's '91: Japan (New York and London: Fodor's
Travel Publications, Inc.), p. 95.
2 Ibid., p. 90.
3 Ibid., p. 94.
4 Ibid., p. 95.
5 Ibid., p. 121-124.
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okyo Climate'

As one can see from the tables below, the climate in Tokyo is warm,
humid and rainy for the majority of the year. While the winters in Japan can
be severe and the hot summers unpleasant, the remaining eight months of
the year are quite comfortable. The country sees much rainfall, a fair share
of snow, and generally humid weather. Overall, the climate in Tokyo is
Average Hours of Daylight
Jan
Feb
Mar
Apr
May
Jun

10:00
10:56
11:55
13:03
14:00
14:32

Jul
Aug
Sep
Oct
Nov
Dec

warm and pleasant.

14:22
13:32
12:27
11:19
10:20
9:47

Temp.

Humid.

Precip.

High

Av Max

Av Min

Low

6:30 am

2:30 pm

monthly

days,.04"+

Jan

72°

47°

29°

17°

73%

48%

1.9"

5

Feb

770

48°

31°

18°

71%

48%

2.9"

6

Mar

770

54°

36°

22°

75%

53%

4.2"

10

Apr

85°

63°

46°

30°

81%

59%

5.3"

10

May

88°

71°

54°

36°

85%

62%

5.8"

10

Jun

93°

76°

63°

47°

89%

68%

6.5"

12

Jul

99°

83°

70°

55°

91%

69%

5.6"

10

Aug

101°

86°

72°

60°

92%

66%

6.0"

9

Sep

96°

790

66°

51°

91%

68%

9.2"

12

Oct

90°

69°

55°

36°

88%

64%

8.2"

11

Nov

81°

60°

43°

26°

83%

58%

3.8"

7

Dec

74°

52°

33°

20°

77%

51%

2.2"

5

*E. A. Pearce and C.G. Smith, The Times Books World Weather
Guide (New York: New York Times, 1984), p. 253.
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uanaaian oenire for Architecture
Project:

Canadian Centre for Architecture, Montreal,
Quebec^

Architect:

Peter Rose Architect, Montreal, (Quebec (Peter Rose,
architect; Erik Marosi, Nicholas Garrison, design team;
William Steinberg, project architect, new building; Karl
Pinault, Andre Arel, project architects, Shaughnessy House)

Consulting Architect:

Phyllis Lambert, Architecte.

Associate Architect:

Erol Argun Architecte (Erol Argun architect)

Restoration Architect:

Bilodeau St. Louis Architecte (Denis St. Louis,
architect)

Client: Canadian Centre for Architecture
Site:

3 acres in a tradittonal graystone-built neighborhood.

Program:

62,000 sq. ft. storage, 31,000 sq. ft. curatorial space, 31,000
sq. ft. public space and galleries, and 6600 sq. ft. mezzanine
in the new building; 19,400 sq.ft. servicesintheShaughnessy
house.

Structural system:

in-situ reinforced concrete frame and flat slab.

Major materials:

bush-hammered Trenton limestone, double-glazed
low emissitivity windows and skylights, alumi
num, granite, maple, galvanized sheet steel

The Canadian Centre for Architecture collection has 20,000 master
^s*^^K^i^^-*

drawings and prints, 130,000 library volumes, 45,000 photos, and architectural archives. The collection contains more than Canadian artifacts, and
boasts a copy of Vitruvius' De Architectura from 1511 as well as books about
Japanese architecture and restoration.
The collection is housed in a building of 130,000 square feet that
"embraces" a smaller Victorian residence, the Shaughnessy House. The
building is on the west side of Montreal's downtown, adjacent to the major
street Rene-Levesque Boulevard. The street is inhospitable and the city
would allow no curb cuts on it, so the main entrance is adjoining a smaller,
quieter street parallel to the main Boulevard. This design decision to
remove the centre from the busy shopping street lends well to the quiet
nature of the building, which is further exemplified by the placement of the
center on a plot of lush grass and its use of refined limestone cladding.
The general strategy of the architect was to recall the organizational
features of the smaller Victorian Shaughnessy House, and does so in several
ways. The Centre is arranged around a central seam that is represented by

Canadian Centre for Architecture
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a reveal in the limestone cladding, and an axis of columns and expansions
on the interior. The major elements of the Centre are balanced according to
the axis, although the building is not purely symmetrical. This led to an offcenter entrance, which recalls the Shaughnessy House's lack of a central
entrance although it is a duplex in actuality.
The vaults of the Centre are below grade, and above them on the
first level are office space and conversation studios. On the piano nobile are
major public facilities: gallery spaces, library spaces, auditorium, and a
bookshop. In the Shaughnessy house structure are offices, reception rooms,
and a restaurant.
The piano nobile plan is one of classic simplicity. Two axes, the
grand entry and the library court, are balanced by each other and connected
hTflANCS
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"The main galleries are carefully executed. Consisting of three
square rooms enfilade in the center of the wing and three long

8

rooms along the windowless north wall, they are capped by
translucent skylights carefully baffled with fixed and photocellcontrolled louvres. Despite (or perhaps due to) being overcrowded
with the magnificent opening exhibition, the galleries have a deliciously 19th-century feel. Their emphatic shapes-decidedly long
or platonically square-with their mysteriously filtered overhead
lighting, engender a sense of intense concentration. The focus is the
informative displays, encrusted on the walls, within the display
cases, and on freestanding panels."^
The materials used in the CCA are contributory to the entire
austerity of the building, and are reminiscent of the materials used in the
^

area. On the interior, the maple paneling contributes to contrast with the

" limestone exterior. That exterior limestone is actually a veneer but is
applied in such a way as to resemble load-bearing conditions. Aluminum
is used on doorframes and windows and for the pedestrian pavilion that
introduces the main entrance. The aluminum shows contrast to the hammered finish of the limestone, and is also used in the cornice, made of offthe-shelf angle shapes, a foil to the more traditional limestone cladding.
Daylighting is incorporated to lend to the interest of buildings,
because, according to Mr. Rose, "'[i]f they incorporate daylight, they

Canadian Centre for Architecture
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change, and are interesting places to spend time in. Think of Kahn's
buildings.'"^ There are a number of ways Mr. Rose incorporates natural
light in his Centre, such as the skylights at either end of the staircase axis.
They introduce plays of light with their thin structural members, and the
gallery's photoelectrically-controUed skylights also provide ever-changing
patterns and types of light. On the exterior of the building, the rustication
of the limestone and especially the aluminum cornice provide interesting
shadow play. The cornice not only provides shadows but also reflections
that place streaks of white light on the walls.
The building itself came at a good time, when both the client and the
architect were at points in their lives most conducive to the production of a
quality building. The Postmodern style had lost its superficiality, but it
retained the regionalism and spatial qualities necessary to perform work
such as the CCA.
Overall the CCA is a strong architectural argument for the
postmodern style as was Michael Graves's museum in Ohio. The difference
between the two can be found in the way the CCA utilizes an existing
structure to add to its own architectural identity. The Shaughnessy House
was preserved and utilized fittingly, and Graves simply recalled historical
patterns.
The relationship between the CCA and the Jazz center for Japan is
in that, again, there is a specialized collection housed here, and the building
reflects the philosophies of the designer and clients. In that respect, the
building is successful, and worthy of the preceding analysis in this paper.
^ Doubilet, Susan, "A Masterwork for Masterpieces", Progressive
Architectiire LXX no. 8 (August 1989): 68-77.
2 Ibid., p. 72.
3 Ibid., p. 74.
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nibiunuai uenier of Industry and Labor
Project:

Historical Center of Industry and Labor, Youngstown, Ohio^

Architects:

Michael Graves, Architect, Princeton, NJ (Michael
Graves, Project Architect; Patrick Burke, associ
ate-in-charge; Peter Nielson, Project Manager;
Christina Chun, Lisa Fischetti,

Stephanie

Magdizak, Project Team).
Associate Architect:

Raymond J. Jaminet & Partners, Youngstown, Ohio.

Client:

Ohio Historical Society and Youngstown State
University

Site:

A 2-acre sloping lot between the university and
downtown; the Cathedral of St. Columbia is opposite in front of the museum.

Program:

A 32,000-sq-f t structure for exhibitions, classrooms,
archives, and a research library, dedicated to the
region's industrial and labor history,

Structural system:

cast concrete, ground and first floors; steel frame,
second floor.

Major materials:

brick, glass block, tinted glass, exterior insulation
and finish system, copper, flat three-ply roofing,

Mechanical system:

steam provided from off-site source; variable air
volume HVAC system.

Consultants:

Korda Nemeth Engineering, Inc., structural and
mechanical; Joseph Jendrasiak, landscape.

General contractor:

Mike Coates Construction Company.

Costs:

$3.9 million; $120.48/sq.ft.
After the steel mills in Youngstown, Ohio closed and a new era no

longer reliant on the steel industry appeared, the community felt that they
needed to cling to the history that tied their town together. The building that
Mr. Graves designed for the museum reaches farther back than the steel
If mills themselves to a time when the factories of the area utilized residential
;jll elements in their buildings. The museum has been situated in an historical
part of Youngstown, of which the population of the town is very proud. The
situating of the buildingin the urban pattern is not the only way the architect
identified with the surroundings: the roof is in harmony with the roof of the
cathedral across the street. The rear of the museum sports three aediculalike pods, surrounding a two-story core. They reflect the industrial nature
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of the steel industry, and they also provide a volumetric counterpart to the
flat facade. These "aedicules" act as a sign on the back side of the museum.
Although Mr. Arcidi feels that the architect failed to execute the
subtle details warranted by the design, especially in the stair tower, he feels
that Mr. Graves has successfully executed the "spatial sequences" so vital
to a museum design.
"Graves's spatial sequences are much more assured, an
elegant adaptation of Beaux-Arts conventions. From the
front door, one crosses a long lobby and double-height
stairwell to the machine hall, where a central monitor is
supported by four great piers. With limited daylight and
high ceilings, they make this a formal space - grand, but not
overwhelming. Here, and downstairs as well, the central
plan and apse-like appendages impart the atmosphere of a
church."2
This museum reflects the architect's mastery of the style most
commonly known as Post-modernism and its effect on buildings with
historical uses. In a very simple volumetric study, Mr. Graves has established
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an important stronghold for the history of one town's steel industry.
Through historical reference, he has sculpted a sign for the contents of the
museum collection itself, and he actually attains his initial goals for the
building design.
The tie that this museum has with the present subject of this paper
is that the museum contains a smaller, specialized collection, a dedication
to a specific incident or era in history. The size of the building is dose to the
size estimates for this Jazz center, and hopefully this designer will attain a
level of quality in representing a historical genre similar to that of Mr.
Graves's Historical Center of Industry and Labor.
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1 Arcidi, Philip. "Steel Industry Enshrined", Progressive Architecture LXXI no. 3 (March 1990): 84-87.
2 Ibid.
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•piidi Building
Spiral Building, Tokyo, Japan, 1985
Fumihiko Maki
Wacoal Corporation

" .. .an active arts center for various corporate-sponsored
cultural activities .. ."^
Mainly utilized in this paper due to its architectural form and
response to special Japanese characteristics of the urban fabric, the Spiral is
a shining example of the Japanese architecture seen so often in Tokyo.
Covered with slick, stressed-skin panels, it provides the typical machinelike image of a new Japanese building. The building is also typical of Tokyo
buildings in that it is an infill project, and had strict requirements as far as
contextual impact and size were concerned. The distinctive character of the
Spiral building is largely due to the unfamiliarity of the forms, rather than
any unusual imagery. "Creation in architecture is discovery," states Maki,
"not invention. It is not a pursuit of something that transcends the
imagination but a cultural act in response to the common imagination or
vision of the time."^
In this same vein, it is said that Maki has "... smashed the outline of
the box. In doing so, perhaps he has been trying to counter the stratified
nature of modem architecture."^
On the first floor of the Spiral are spaces for temporary exhibits and
the main atrium - a multi-storied half cylinder, lit naturally, at the back of
the building. At the ground level of the cylinder is a cafe. Up a gentlysloping ramp from the cafe is a shop, and in the levels above it are a theater,
offices, a video studio, a restaurant, a beauty salon, and multi-use spaces.
Below grade are a parking garage, another restaurant, and technical facilities. All the spaces in the building that are devoted to design-related
subjects have distinct characters, such as the conical museum space and the
"free-form" bar.4
Maki has stratified the building's spaces, which leads the visitor to
a depth that constantly slips away. In his own words, "...I deliberately
divided this given depth or length [the site] into different spaces: starting
with the entrance, then a hall, then a raised cafeteria, then an atrium. Each
space is not big enough, but differentiating the character of space with
subtle boundaries begins to give me a sense of depth."^
To again quote the architect:
"Spiral S)Tnbolizes today's image of the city-an environ-
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ment that is fragmented but that constantly renews its
vitality precisely through its state of fragmentation. It
represents an attempt at various levels to achieve goals that
were originally Modernism's, including a dynamic equilibrium, a vocabulary of masses and volumes, a whole that
subsumes conflicting parts, and a system of industrial
materials that is made to respond to the architect's sensibility."6
The spiral Building symbolizes Japanese architecture, fragmented
and stratified, as well as the urban character of Tokyo, also divided and
asunder, but with its own set of boundaries-boundaries that beg to be
violated.
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^ Fumihiko Maki, quoted in The New Japanese Architecture, by
Botond Bognar, (New York: Rizzoli, 1990), pp. 64.
2lbid.,p.66.
3 Yuzuru Tominaga, quoted in Fumihiko Maki: An Aesthetic of
Fragmentation, by Serge Salat with Frangoise Labbe (New York: Rizzoli
1988),p. 100.
4 Bognar, p. 66.
5 Fumihiko Maki, quoted in Fumihiko Maki: An Aesthetic of
Fragmentation, by Serge Salat with Frangoise Labbe (New York: Rizzoli
1988), pp. 100-101.
6 Bognar, p. 66.
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A brier History of Japan
Prehistoric and Medieval Japan
Prehistoric Japan.

Not much knowledge has been uncov-

ered about the earliest times in Japan, and very little is known about that
time in her history. The Paleolithic Period, from 30,000 to 10,000 years ago,
yielded only a few tools, found since World War II. Very littie can be learned
from these artifacts, except that ceramic utensils were as yet unknown, thus
the term Pre-Ceramic Period.
There is evidence that at one point two land bridges existed
between Japan and Asia, and that the earliest inhabitants of Japan immigrated
from what is now the Asian Continent.
Jomon Culture.

The Jomon Culture takes its name from

the cord marks, or jomon, found on the pottery used during this period, from
10,000 years ago to the 2nd or 3rd century B.C. The Jomon shared the same
advances with the other Neolithic cultures around the world, including the
progress from chipped to polished tools and pottery manufacture. Even at
this early time in its life, Japan was rich with regional diversification, as the
Jomon culture spread to the whole archipelago, and changes were seen in
the pottery of the period.
Though for some years it was believed that the people of the Jomon
culture were ancestors to the Ainu, a Caucasian aboriginal race found in
northern Japan, this theory was disproved by subsequent bone studies.
Though the Jomon people were not Ainu, they were not quite what the
Japanese are today either. They may be said to have been "proto-Japanese".
The Japanese of today were produced by a mixture of races found in the
Asian continent as well as other parts of the South Pacific, and the environmentally-founded changes brought about by the passage of time.
Yayoi Cultiure. The culture of Jomon was overtaken by the Yayoi
culture, which spread from the region of Kyushu as the Jomon was undergoing changes of its own. What distinguished this new culture, dated
from c. 250 B.C. to c. A.D. 250, was the ceramics found that date from those
times. It was fired at a hotter temperature, and this signaled archaeologists
that the culture was more advanced.

* The entire report is a summary of the entry in the Encyclopedia
Britannica. "Japan: The History of Japan". This rather comprehensive essay
was the best overall study of tne events and trends that contributed to the
formation of modem Japan. Although other references also cited herein
contain many detailed accounts of specific periods, an overview was best
suited to the nature of this paper.
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During the Yayoi period, influx of the Chinese culture began with
the establishment of colonies in southern Asia, what is now Korea, and the
Chinese influence spread from these colonies to Japan. One of the most
important characteristics brought from China during this p)eriod was the
wet cultivation of rice. Though the cultivation of rice was long a part of the
culture of Japan, the advances brought by the Chinese in field design and
low, wetland farming were instrumental in the culture of Japan.
One of the first accounts of Japan was found in the Chinese
chronicles of about 100 B.C. They called the men of Japan V\/o, and the following account calls attention to Japan: "...in the seas off Lo-lang lie the men
of Wo, who are divided into more than 100 states, and who bring tribute at
fixed intervals." This shows that the Yayoi culture was very advanced, at
least enough to have divided the country into states and to keep relations
going with the Chinese.
In the latter half of the 2nd century, Chinese accounts account of
civil war in Wo, and of a woman named Himiko who pacified the lands
through the use of religious authority. A union of more that 30 states came
of her control, and they opened communications with the Wei dynasty
(A.D. 220-264) in China. The subsequent account of a state called Yamatai in
which the Wo queen presided; this tells of a great deal of political
unification in Japan at the time.
The Wei chi, a history of China, reflects that the Chinese thought the
people of Wo quite advanced a civilization. "Society had clear-cut divisions
of rank, and the people paid taxes. There were impressive raised-floor
buildings. The various provinces held fairs where goods were bartered.
Since there were exchanges of letters in Wo, it seems, too, that there were
already some who could read and write."
The Ancient Period

The Yamatai culture of the Yayoi period

collapsed and a new nation was born according to a blank period in Chinese
accounts. The absence of any recorded actions of Wo was probably a result
of the periods of helplessness of a new nation. Another indication of the
unification of the country was the dispatching of large numbers of troops to
the kingdoms of Paekche, Kaya, and Silla, in the Korean Peninsula, in 391.
Withou t a somewhat unified power base, an army such as this one could not
have been sent.
The Yamato court, the center of the Japanese nation, was rich from
the many tributes paid to it by the outlying nations in Korea. The Yamato
court took the most powerful kingdom in the Korean Peninsula, Koguryo,
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and enjoyed a period of great power. When the various Korean kingdoms
broke away from Japan, the Chinese were asked to grant the Japanese
emperor a titie which would allow him to more closely govern these
kingdoms. The very fact that the Japanese needed to request power from
China reflects the low state of affairs of Japan at the time. The nation then
was at a low point in its foreign and domestic affairs at the end of the 6th
century.
The one very important cultural tum for the better that arose out of
the years of the Yamato Court was the introduction of Buddhism from the
Korean state of Paekche. Though the spread of the religion was started at
a much earlier date, the traditional date of its appearance was either 538 or
552. The religion was not fully tapped for all it was worth until the reign of
Prince Shotoku.
Shotoku Taishi was a nephew of the Empress Suiko, and contributed much to the advancement of the country. He was a devout Buddhist,
and spread this belief during his career, from 603 to 622. His most striking
domestic government achievement was his enactment of ranks in the court
and a constitution with seventeen articles. He also advanced foreign
relations; he altered the tributary rank of Japan to an open exchange with
the Sui Dynasty. He also sent students from Japan directly to China,
whereas before they had to reach China through Korea.
Through Prince Shotoku's spreading of Buddhism in Japan, many
temples were built throughout the land and a new culture sprang up almost
overnight. When the prince died in 622, the Soga family took back its power
seat and assassinated the successor to the throne and all of his family. The
students that Shotoku sent to China were then returning from there with
stories of the great structure of the T'ang Dynasty (618-907). These accounts
prompted the members of the government to push for reforms, a
strengthening of the state, and a formulation of defense from outside
influence.
In 645 a coup d'etat was organized by Prince Nakano Oe and
Nakatomi Kamatari. They regained power for the Imperial family and
quickly killed the Soga family and aU those who still opposed the Imperial
family. They then created a form of government which held the emperor
absolute monarch and in 646 abolished private ownership of land and men
by wealthy families. They established a type of legislation that enabled
commoners to issue ideas and complaints to the emperor himself. These
reforms were given the name Taika reforms.
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Soon after these reforms, mounting Chinese and Korean forces led
the then leader. Empress Saimei, to go north and lead the defense forces
herself. When she vacated the throne. Prince Nakano Oe took jxjwer, as the
emperor Tenji, and turned his efforts to domestic affairs. The emperor had
the Taika reforms written as codes, and they became the ritsu-ryo |X)litical
structure.
Ritsu was the criminal code, and ryo was the administrative and
civil codes. Ritsu-ryo was a direct imitation of China's lii-ling. This system
was a good indication of Japan's skill at importing foreign principles.
The government was divided into two main sections: the Dajokan,
the Council of State, and the Jingikan, the Office of Deities. This came as a
direct result of the fact that the emperor was both the supreme head of state
and also the high priest of the country. The provinces that the country was
divided into were subsequently divided into three different types of divisions. These were the kuni or koku (province), the kori or gun (county), and
the salo or ri (village). The people were also separated into different castes
or classes. These separations were just a few of the factors that led to the
hierarchy in later Japan.
One of the castes, the lowest ranking of the society, was the group
of smiths, tanners, and manufacturers. This group is still in the lowest part
of Japanese society.
Naxa Period

The Nara period was the time that marked the

beginning of the Imperial state of Japan in the period between 710 and 784.
The leaders of the period were the emperor Shomu and his consort Komyo.
They reintroduced Buddhism into the government. Monasteries were
required in all the provinces, and they were patterned after the Chinese
temples of the period with pagodas and statues of Buddha.

This

reintroduction of so much Buddhism into the state was to lead to trouble in
the following era of Japanese civilization.
Buddhism ideals borrowed from China lead to an increase in
intemational flavor of the culture: four missions were sent to China to leam
more about the customs, and even Indian customs were introduced to
Buddhist ceremonies.
At thistime,the intemational feel of the country could not even stop
the strong sense of national pride in Japan. There was an anthology of verse
written called the Man'yo-shu around the eighth century. This work would
prove to be a cultural boon to later eras in Japan. Also during the eighth
century, the two major ancient histories of Japan were written: the Koji-ki
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and the Nihon shoki. They are both extremely important histories of Japan,
for they draw on the long and illustrious oral traditions of Japanese history,
before written histories proliferated.
The Heian Period

The temples of the Nara period gained

much power and wealth, and this lead to the rulers' attempt to take some of
the power from the Buddhist temples. At the latter part of the eighth
century, however, a ruler was placed on the throne that had none of the
former leader's leanings toward Buddhism, and this stopped the problem
for a while- the ritsu-ryo government was reinstated. After reinstatement
of the former system, the emperor Kammu amended those parts of the
system that were no longer of relevance to the times.
The next relevant happening in Japan was the formation of two
new, uniquely Japanese sects of Buddhism to replace the previous, transplanted Chinese sects: the Tendai sect founded by Saicho, and the Shingon
sect, founded by Kukai. The new forms of the religion were altered to best
suit the Japanese culture, and lived on to become the leading sects of
worship.
The ritsu-ryo form of government helped Japan enjoy 150 years of
relative peace, but it soon started to deteriorate. The rice fields, so instrumental in keeping the subjects of the ruler in allowable levels of wealth,
began to run out, and the system started to suffer. Power shifted from the
appointed officials to new kinds of positions. The kurudo and the kebiishi
were two of those posts: they were the secretary/archivist to the emperor
and the head of the police and judicature, respectively. Two examples of
these posts were the sessho (regent) and the kampaku (chief councillor). The
ritsu-ryo system had not foreseen these types of posts, and that led in part
to its downfall.
The next emperor to ascend to the throne was Seiwa, and he did so
at the age of nine. Since a boy so young could not have ruled the nation, his
maternal grandfather took the position of sessho. This led to the start of the
long tradition of the maternal grandfather or father-in-law of the emperor
at the time being in power in the office of sessho. This kind of system led
to constant struggles within the family in power, namely the Fujiwara.
The culture at that time was a continuation of the one of the
previous century, and it was largely based on the century. Even though, the
Japanese cut of f relations with the T'ang dynasty of China. The result of this
break was a stimulation of much more Japanese culture.
Altiioughthe govemment of the Fujiwara family was largely based
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on precedent, the ritsu-ryo system stayed around in name alone. The actual
system was based on private land ownership, and private citizenship came
into the forefront. The manors, or shoen, owned by aristocrats and temple
officials slowly became tax-exemptand thereforea threat to the govemment.
The Imperial family took possession of the shoen in name only, making
agreements with the actual owners that stated they would retain actual
administration. The estates of the aristocracy therefore grew to such a large
proportion that it was said that the estates of the Fujiwara family consisted
of most of Japan.
While the imperial family was gaining power in this fashion, a new
power was starting to show up in the outer reaches of the provinces. This
new power base of the warrior class, or samurai, was formed when the lesser
owners of the lands pressed the local people to protect their lands from the
Fujiwara family. The central govemment was further weakened by the rise
of two samurai leaders in the outlying parts of Japan: Taira Makasado of the
Kanto district and Fujiwara Sumitomo of western Japan. They brought
about a lowering of the government's prestige and encouraged a rising of
the provinces' power bases.
The provincial power soon spread to areas adjacent to the capital,
where the samurai acted as military police. They slowly established a
foothold on the court. The Minamoto (Genji family), descendents of the
emperor Seiwa, became one of the most powerful of the samurai groups,
along with the descendants of the emperor Kammu, the Taira (Heike)family.
Minamoto Yoshiie, the leader of a battle in which a rebellious
family was silenced, became the most prominent of the samurai. The other
families soon paid him respect by pledging their allegiance to him, or
presenting him with land. The Taira later took advantage of the absence of
a powerful enough heir to Yoshiie's power base to win the favor of the insei
system's retired emperors who were at the time in place. The Taira rose
quickly in power by getting power in the provinces and lined up aristocrats
to enter the political system.
The insei was a system of jxjwer that started when the retired
emperors, within the security of their palaces, actually held power. These
cloistered emperors came into power when the emperor Go-sanjo ascended
to the throne (though he was not born of a daughter of the Fujiwara). The
retried emp>erors who had already taken Buddhist vows and renounced the
world then took the power; this was a more natural system, though, for it
was patrilinear in nature. Only three of the cloistered emperors actually
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held power, though, as it remained a figurehead system.
Since the insei was a system dominated by Buddhist emperors,
many temples were constructed around the nation, and people who lived
around the temples thus built were forced to take Buddhist vows. This took
a toll on the occupational security of the people, and what also hurt the
common people was the striving of the aristocracy to take their vows and
become powerful in the govemment through the temples. This led to the
cutting off of the advancement possibilities of so many commoners. Buddhism strayed from the actual directives it was founded under: even monks
resorted to force to further their ideals.
After discord between the retired emperors and the reigning emperors rose to a boil and internal differences caused discord within the
Fujiwara family, a split occurred, causing two parties to begin conflict. The
two parties were made up of the Minamoto and the Taira families, respectively, and soon after began open conflicts.
One such conflict was the Hojen Disturbance, and it proved beyond
all doubt that the warrior class could sway power with its infinite influence.
The following clash, called the Heiji Disturbance, found the Minamoto
family defeated and Taira Kiyomori came into power. Through a filling of
the vacancies in the court with members of his own family, he re-established
Imperial, matrilinear rule to the land. He also did some nationally positive
things during his rule: he re-opened trade with Sung-Dynasty China and
cleaned out some of the temples.
At the time, the members of the Minamoto were in exile, and
Yorimoto rallied the other members of the family to attack the Taira family.
After a Minamoto victory, the Tairafledand Yorimoto became the new ruler
in Kamakura. His establishment of the shogunate, or military govemment,
marked the first one of its kind, and it was backed by a feudal system. It also
ushered out the aristocratic court system that was present for so long and
started a period in which the military held the civil aristocracy in check. Not
until the restoration of Imperial power in 1858 did this system falter.
The Kamakura bakufu

Bakufu means "tent govemment",

and the term is taken from the tents from which the samurai overlooked his
campaign. The Kamakura bakufu held p>ower from 1192 to 1333. Over a
period of about seven years, Yoritomo held the power of Japan-until hedied
in 1199. The Hojo fannily then took power, for it was from this family that
the wife of Yori tomo came. Members of this family were to hold the position
of regent {shikken) until 1333. The Hojo family then held the power to
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appoint and dismiss shogun, the supreme rank a samurai could attain. The
bakufu soon spread its influence over most of the country.
The regent Hojo Yasutoki reorganized the council of retainers into
the Hyojo-shu. This was an advisory council that drew up a legal code
called the Joei Shikimoku in 1232. This was the first time the codes of the
bakufu were set down in writing; they were essentially a pragmatic body of
laws and rules for proper warrior conduct.
At the same time as the aforementioned regency govemment was
coming into power, the Mongols were taking power in China. In 1271, the
successor to Genghis Khan, Kublai Khan, took the dynastic tide of Yiian,
and then set out to invade Japan. In 1274, 40,000 of his forces started for
Japan; Shoni Sukeyoshi was appointed the leader of the defence forces and
went to Hakata bay. The Japanese forces were forced into a retreat to
Dazaifu. Suddenly a typhoon arose and destroyed more than 200 of the
invader's ships. As the mongols regrouped, so did the bakufu. When the
next invasion was mounted in 1281, the Mongols tried a different tactic of
hitting Japan from two different angles. They succeeded in breaching the
defenders at Hakata Bay again, but the typhoon winds again drove off the
attack. These two instances where the forces of nature stooped invaders led
to a national belief that Japan was divinely protected from outside forcesand it still lasts today.
The military expenditure of massing forces took its toll on the
Japanese govemment, and shook the stability of the Kamakura rulers. It
also ushered in a lasting isolation from China, which would last until the
14th century.
The feudal system took shape under the Kamakura bakufu. The
feudal system of this era and the next one saw the warrior-landlords
actually living in the smaller farming villages and participating in the actual
farming duties. The central aristocracy held larger estates, which were in
actuality run by the warrior-landlords. Some of the warriors were the
vassals of the shogun and others connected to the aristocracy or the temples
and shrines. The connection between these vassals and their lords was the
basis of Japan's distinctive feudal society.
The samurai of those times, when not engaged in battie, would
often practice their warring and hunting skills on their own time. This led
to the kyuba no michi, or "the way of the bow and horse", the samurai's code
of chivalry. This code was the basis for the later age's Bushido, or Way of the
Warrior.
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The economy of the Kamakura flourished; local markets sprang up,
Chinese coins circulated freely, toimura (contractors who stored, transported, and sold goods) appeared in larger port dties, and guilds were
formed that held monopoly privileges and exemption from customs duties.
Buddhism also flourished in its own right during the Kamakura
period. Zen Buddhism was first transmitted from China during this time,
as well as Neo-Confucianism. Chinese influences were also felt in painting
styles, architecture, and the tea ceremony. These assisted the formation of
samurai culture and changed everyday life.
The warriors needed a type of religion that better suited their way
of life-Zen Buddhism appeased the warriors, as did Jodo (Pure Land) and
Shin (True) schools of Buddhism. Zen meant for people to gain insight
through self-effort, and satisfied the demands of the samurai. Shinto was
later influenced by esoteric Buddhism, seen especially in its link to scholarship and the arts.
The first work of historical philosophy came out of this period in
Japanese history and the nationalistic fervor was clearly expressed in Kokan
Shinen's Genkosha busho in 1332. It was a thirty-volume history of Buddhism
in Japan.
The Kamakura society started to decline when the family solidarity
of the samurai started to falter in the latter part of the period. This came from
a shift of ownership and power from all the sons of a family to the eldest, and
it caused the younger brothers to enter into a vassal-lord relationship with
their big brother.
Money also caused problems. As more money was circulated,
country dwellers started to imitate city lifestyles, and landowners were
often hard pressed to be able to handle the expenditures necessary to keep
the people happy. They in tum started to borrow from moneylenders, and
this divided the wealthy from the less fortunate.
The bakufu started to be weakened by the rise of the daimyo class.
They were the representatives of the families who were sent out to inspect
ouUying lands, and decided to keep the lands and mle them themselves.
They subsequently became vassals to the military governors.
The aristocracy tried to regain power, and two lines competed for
it. They were the/zmyo-m andtheDaifcafcu-jz. Prince Takahoru of the Daikakuji line gained power in 1318, and kept it with the name of Emperor Go-Daigo.
Go-Daigo enjoyed singular rule, as the retired Go-Uda dissolved
the "cloistered emperor" Imperial govemment. Go-Daigo tried to rid the
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land of the bakufu government, but was discovered and exiled. In other
areas at the same time, locals decided to try their own hand at overthrowing
thebakufu. In 1333, AshikagaTakauji attacked the headquarters of the Hojo
bakufu and forced the leaders to commit suicide. Nita Yoshisada simultaneously conquered thebakufu in Kamakura; these two uprisings signalled
the end of 140 years of the bakufu.
Go-Daigo returned from exile after the bakufu was dissolved, and
his return was dubbed the Kemmu Restoration. He set up a central
bureaucracy and established quite a few offices to help along the organization
of the new bureaurocracy. When the spoils of the overthrow were divided,
the local warriors got the short end of the stick, and rebelled. The emperor
was ejected. Two power bases in competition arose, and eventually
Yoshimitsu, the grandson of the leader of the rebellion in 1336, came to
establish peace and set up the bakufu in Muromachi district of Kyoto. He
went on to become dajo-daijin, or grand minister of state.
The Muromachi bakufu was structured in a different way as was
precedented. Thedeputy shogun, or Aanrei, became the most powerful office.
Many other offices were formed and took new powers, and over time the
office of shogun became increasingly impotent.
Commerce and manufacturing came into more power and proliferation. Farmers started to resist the powers of the pawnbrokers which so
densely inhabited the areas around Kyoto. This testimony was given to the
decreasing powers of the bakufu.
A civil war broke out at the time of Ashikaga Yoshimusa's reignit was caused by economic distress and disputes of Imperial succession.
During the civil wars, diffusion of the central culture to the localities was
started by fleeing priests and aristocrats.
The bakufu literally frizzled out when Ashikaga Yoshimusa fled
the world and cloistered himself in a compound in luxury and elegance. The
Hosoka wa family held power from 1490 to 1558. After that, the Yoshimusa's
retainers, the Miyoshi family, held it from 1558 to 1565. The Miyoshi
family's retainers, the Matsunaga, then held power from 1565 to 1568.
The period of the "Warring Country"

Because of a ten-

dency for the inferiors to overcome their superiors in the previous military
government, those governors all but disappeared from the areas around
and in Kyoto. The sengoku, or "warring country" daimyo came into power.
The local daimyos thus built vast power bases, and subsequentiy wrote
laws called bukoku-ho which included regulations for farmers and retainers.
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and lined out powers possessed by the daimyos over their vassals.
Also, during this time, commerce enjoyed an upswing, for many
reasons. Products from everywhere were widely available, wholesalers
facilitated trade in distant locations, coined money circulated more freely
(but not without problems). Different denominations of coins led to
confusion and the hoarding of more valued coins. The bakufu and domain
lords had to issue laws regulating that hoarding.
Since there were many duties for the govemment as far as domestic
economics were concerned, overseas trade became unrestricted. Japanese
marauders and Chinese pirates began to roam the seas freely. Another
important occurrence at this time in Japan's history was the arrival of the
first Spanish and Portuguese explorers. In 1543, some Portuguese shipwrecked on an island called Tanega. This was the first occurrence of
European infiltration, according to Japanese histories.
One of the many things that the Europeans brought to the country
was Christianity. It was a well-protected institution among the Japanese,
for domain lords wished to secure their trade opportunities with the
Christian Europeans. Another thing that brought many converts was the
social relief and medical aid that came with Christian missionary work.
Although Christianity brought many things to the people of Japan, Buddhism
and Shinto also gained a more important role in the country, along with
literature, theatre, dance, and poetry.
Developments also occurred in architecture and the visual arts.
The Shoin, a style of architecture patterned after a monk's verse-reading
room, became prevalent. Itwaslinkedwithmilitary families and aristocrats,
and is the basis for today's Japanese domestic architecture. It utilized the
sliding partitions of rice paper, elevated floors, alcoves, and tatami mats.
Another style that came into being was the Shinden. It was more
closely related to the Zen sect. It involved symbolic use of streams, flowers,
and bushes. Later, more symbolic components were added, such as
gardens simply consisting of stones, raked sand and gravel. This style led
to the removal of the more iconic statues of Buddhas and Buddhist paintings.
Tea drinking became popular asdid the tea ceremony. Fairystories
delighted children as well as warriors and townsmen who were educated
in the temples and shrines. Local domain lords began to promote culture.
"Thus, while warfare was rife in the Kamakura and Muromachi
periods, these were, nevertheless, eras that gave Japan its most distinctive
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culhiral institutions."
Early Modern Japan
In the period between 1550-1560, the sengoku daimyo moved into
an even fiercer period of conflict. One of the sengoku daimyos, Oda
Nobunaga, entered the capital as the first feudal unification leaders. Under
his leadership, the feudal system saw an unprecedented unification trend.
This unification was helped by the clear separate of the warriors and
farmers. Toyotomi Hideyoshi wasone of Oda's most powerful commanders.
Hideyoshi established himself as the successor to Oda's rule and unified the
whole country. All of Japan came under his control, under a set separation
of the warriors and farmers.
There were many internal powers struggles, and the Hideyoshi
regime fell after Hideyoshi's death, and Tokugawa leyasu succeeded him.
He had risen under Hideyoshi as a very powerful lord among Hideyoshi
vassals, and after he assumed power established the Edo bakufu, more
commonly known simply as the Tokugawa shogunate. It lasted from 1603
to 1867.
leyasu was succeeded by his son Hidetada, and he and his successor
went on to keep the bakufu in power until finally the bakuhan system came
from the combination of the bakufu and the han, or domain of the daimyo.
The heirarchal chigyo system of feudal rule came from the regimes, and it
was the system under which the concentration of power went to the hands
of the feudal leaders-this was a distinguishing feature of the Japanese
feudal system.
Economic controls over the farmers came about; they were strictly
forbidden from buying land or selling it, they could not abandon their land,
and could not change occupations. They furthermore had to keep their
clothes, houses, and lifestyles as simple as possible.
The 1630s also saw a definite division in foreign relations with the
enforcement of national seclusion, or sakoku. The measures against Christianity by the Oda-Hideyoshi regimes caused much of the ideals of the
"divine country" thought. In 1635, Japanese were forbidden from making
overseas journeys, and they could not even return from overseas. The depth
of the national seclusion on Japan was one of the most powerful forces in its
development although not much is known about exactly how it was felt at
the time.
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A feudal class of warriors, farmers, artisans, and merchants was
established; it was the final consummation of the bakuhan system. The
status di fferences were strictly enforced, bu t the most obvious class d i vision
was between the warriors and all the other classes.
The bakuhan system needed a new view of the world and ethical
system to support its ideals. Confucianism was a perfect answer, and it
provided an intellectual rationalization for the status-oriented system. In
the latter half of the 17th century, industry was promoted and cities
prospered. As a result of this development, new kinds of merchants,
wholesalers, and brokers came to the forefront of society, and financiers
became more powerful. Many other advances came about during this
period, such as romantic ballads, dramas, and Kabuki theatre.
The traditional arts of No drama, tea ceremonies, and floral arrangements reached new pinnacle of development and profundity. New
and distinctive tendencies arose in the culture. Japanese customs such as
dress, housing and food came about to make new progress.
At the beginning of the eighteenth century, the bakuhan started to
weaken. Poor farmers became more impoverished, as they were squeezed
by the richer farmers and financiers. The commercial economy reached the
smaller farming villages, and social divisions amongst the farmers saw
greater occurrence. Many farmers turned to violence to bring about
changes in the system. In response to these uprisings, political reforms were
attempted. These changes in the feudal system characterized the latter part
of the Tokugawa government. These reforms started with the eighth leader
of the regime, Tokugawa Yoshimune.
When Yoshimune's son, leshige, became the ninth shogun, govemment rule by the attendants of the shogun. One of his attendants was a
man by the name of Tonuma Okitsugu. He was a senior councillor whose
progressive political attitude showed when he founded the city of Ezo,
which is now Hokkaido.
Although he made these progressive changes, the anti-feudal
struggles of the farmer class continued. Through the uprisings, a new
leader was installed, Matsudaira Sadanobu. He was the leader of the Kansai
reforms of 1789-1801. He believed that the govemment should be mn under
the tenets of Confucianism. The reforms he brought about were at first
welcomed but later met with antipathy; therefore the government tried to
apply stronger regulations to the mling of the country. Regardless of these
stronger measures, the rule of Japan became more lax than in the time of
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Okitsugu. The bakufu then set up the offices of Supervisors of the Kanto
District {Kanto Torishimari-deyaku) to counteract stagnation of the feudal
system. The villages of Kanto were ordered to form an alliance to assist the
rulers.
Foreign affairs were also a big problem in the early 1800's: attacks
by Russian ships occurred and other foreign ships were treated inconsistently.
In the 1840's when foreign pressure was at its greatest, the bakufu was
powerless due to its inconsistency and heavyhandedness.
Although there was a weakening in the central govemment, new
progress showed in scholarship and culture. New movements also occurred
in the state religion of Shinto. Popular education took Shinto as the basis of
ideology along with Buddhism and Confucianism. Buddhism also held
sway over the common people's thought processes, and many movements
of different types of Buddhism came into being. Popular faiths abounded
in the cities and villages that took some of the tenets from Buddhism but
others from Shinto.
Studies of Europeanflavorbecame popular, and books were written
about western learning, especially in medicine. Feudal society was further
repudiated with a number of works that foretold of the society's discomfort
with the contradictions in the feudal system as applied to the common
people. Empirical knowledge was common among the people, for most of
those who proliferated it were laborers and production-oriented; selfawareness became more common.
These movements brought about a marked advancement of the
Edo culture, but corruption and stagnation became apparent, as a reflection
of the popular dissatisfaction with the bakuhan system. This situation
warranted reforms, undertaken by the chief senior councillor Mizuno
Tadakuni.
Tempo Reforms and collapse of Bakuhan system
Tadanuki wanted the government officials to practice fmgality and the
literary and military arts. He wanted to restore the many villages that were
devastated by the earlier famines, and dissolve merchant and artisan guilds
that he felt were the cause of rising commodity prices. Tadanuki expounded land-requisition acts to increase the protective lands around Edo.
This was however a way to increase the finances of the bakufu.
Tadanuki was driven out of office in 1845 by some of the senior
councillors due to fierce opposition of land-requisition by the daimyos. Abe
Masahiro replaced him as head of the senior councillors and many move-
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ments, reactions to the Tempo reforms, started to be seen clearly. Domestic
reaction to the reforms was mild, and the major opposition of the bakufu
was seen in the foreign problems that abounded.
The Dutch, who for so long were the only land to trade freely with
Japan, began to feel threatened by the English. French and British warships
appeared to request trading with Japan. This led the bakufu to rehash its
plans to rebuild and revitalize defensive measures against foreign ships,
though they did not act in this regard at that time.
Another threat to the system was the United States and its promise
to send an expedition to Japan. The American leader of the fleet requested
commercial relations to be opened. He left empty-handed, when refused by
the bakufu.
"The opening of Japan was thus postponed until the last possible
moment and had to be effected unilaterally by foreign pressure, backed by
massive naval strength; this pressure was initiated by the squadron of U.S.
warships commanded by Matthew C. Perry that entered Uraga-ko in July
1853."
Japan Since 1850
The Meiji Restoration

When the govemment was taken

over by Mutsuhito, he took the name Meiji. This era lasted from 1868 to
1912, and it was characterized by a social and political revolution that
started before 1868. This revolution ended with the ratification of a
constitution in 1889.
In the 1850's, the arrival of the European "barbarians" ushered in
a new feeling that domestic policies and feudal administration should be
revamped. The most popular slogan of the day was "Sonnojoi", or "Revere
the emperor! Expel the Barbarians!" Years of extremism followed this new
ideal. Even still, some young extremists found it difficult to take over the
political offices from the older more conservative samurai. The shogunate
lost more and more power, until in reaction armies were sent to Kyoto but
duly defeated. The same armies marched on Edo and took it over without
battle. In 1868, the leaders of the uprising were told of the restoration of
imperial rule, and the building of the modem state of Japan was begun.
The new Meiji govemment was led by people who felt that a more
urufied national govemment was necessary to gain equality with Westem
contemporaries. The cooperation of the emperor was essential to this new
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regime, and eventually the leaders of Satsuma, Choshu, Tosa, and Saga
persuaded the daimyos of their regions to restore rule of said lands to the
emperor. Lords of other parts followed their colleagues, and feudalism was
abolished soon thereafter. The 300 fiefs of the past became 72 prefectures.
The complex system of social stratification was deemed extraneous
to the new government, and the samurai were taken from real power
positions. They were compensated as best as possible, but the way in which
they were awarded their compensation was not very exact. Interest bearing
bonds were issued in lieu of the lands the samurai once ruled; the bonds
were soon squandered, and inflation soon lessened the value of those
bonds. Some of the samurai revolted, and expressed discontent with the
administration. These revolts cost the government much time, effort, and
funds.
The government, although very hard pressed for money, started an
industrialization program that they thought was necessary for national
strength. Through the system, a small number of individual gained much
power in many enterprises. These were known as zaibatsu,financialcliques.
National loyalties were also important to the refurbishing of the
government. Shinto was one of the devices the Japanese decided was a good
way to include the masses in the nation, and thereby gain loyalty. The state
distinguished between the secular cult aspect of Shinto and allowed religious
freedom of sorts (Although all people were required to perform some type
of religious worship as civic duty.). This was done to sidestep cries accusing
them of indoctrination.
A democratic movement arose from the v^shes of the masses to
explore some of the ideologies of western nations. The government was
required by the Emperor's charter oath of 1868 to seek knowledge and
wisdom throughout the world, to abandon customs of the past, to let the
people fulfill their aspirations, and allow popular opinion help in the
decision-making processes of the govemment. The emperor promised the
ratification of a constitution. Indeed, the constitution was prepared, behind
the scenes by a commission headed by Ito Hirubumi. Hiribumi even
travelled to Europe for help in the writing of the constitution. In 1889, the
constitution was completed, and the diet held its preliminary elections.
"The constitution ended the Meiji Restoration and revolution. The
govemment leaders soon retired behind the scenes to influence the political
world as elder statesmen (genro) and acted to maintain and conserve the
balance of ideological and political institutions they had worked out."
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Imperial Japan Since the beginning of the Meiji period, one of the
government's main goals was the achievement of equality with western
nations. Although this was the case, matters concerning Asia as a continent
took second place to internal problems. In the early 1890's China started to
influence Korea heavily. The Koreans asked China to help crush a rebellion;
China then informed Japan. The Japanese government sent troops to Korea
and after the rebellion was stopped, the troops showed no effort to withdraw
from Korea. The Chinese and the Japanese then started to fight, and
eventually, after clear Japanese victories, a treaty was signed by both
nations. Many concessions were made by the Chinese to Japan, and Japan
then enjoyed all the rights of the European powers.

The Japanese were

allowed to trade using China's ports, bu t the Europeans did not show much
enthusiasm for this new threat to commerce. The Europeans forced Japan
to return the Liaotung peninsula to China. This entire occurrence showed
that Japan could not enjoy victories in Asia without western influence.
Later, the Koreans joined forces with Russia to stop Japan from
forcing itself on China. The Japanese attacked the Russian fleet at Port
Arthur, even without formally declaring war. The Russian's Baltic Heet
was destroyed, although it put a strain on Japanese forces. A treaty was
signed in the U.S. that Theodore Roosevelt initiated and peace was the
victor.
Japan then had free reign to control the reforms in Korea. Any
Korean resistance was met with force. The years that followed showed the
Japanese using its newfound power in abundance. Even still, a conference
on disarmament in 1922 was designed to weaken Japan's aggression. The
Japanese imperialist actions in Asia were slowed tremendously. Japanese
policy was shaped on the fact that no reminder was apparent of their
inferiority and weakness.
In 1890, constitutional govemment was inaugurated. The lower
house of the Diet opposed constitutional rule; only through constant
determination to make parliamentary rule work did the party cooperate
with one another to ratify constitutional govemment. Despite the new
cooperation, a division was formed among the diminishing group of Meiji
leaders. Ito Himbumi formed a party in reaction to Yamagata Aritomo and
his ideas that service ministers should be active members of the military and
that the political parties should no longer rule the country. These two
parties would live on after the resignations of their founders, but the power
still lay in the hands of elder statesmen.
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The party politics gained power after the Meiji ruler died and left
power to a mentally ill son. As the power of the parties grew, they started
to look to the bureaucracy for their leadership.
Changes in the intellectual and social realms started to diminish the
changes in political circles. The growing population started an uprising of
political unrest and protests, as well as social inquiry. Farmers augmented
their income with silk manufacture and other changes, but the greatest
changes occurred in the large cities. A swelling labor force was found tiiere,
as well as middle-income groups. The educated class grew quickly, and
western-style democratic thinking and radical Soviet ideologies abounded.
The military enjoyed popular demand, for the depression of 1929
led people to believe that military conquest would solve many problems.
Imports of food were too great, the population was twice that of the Meiji
period, and cries of racial discrimination in the League of Nations were
heard from China and Japan. To further the discontent, military leaders
began to distrust party government once more. They resented the restrictions
that civilian govemment placed upon them. Some ultranationalistsbelieved
that parliamentary government was simply "un-Japanese." They wanted
to preserve what they felt was the Japanese spirit and fought westem
influences. The primary forceopposingparliamentary govemment, though,
was junior military officers.
These military radicals went on to further Japan's interests by
trying to conquer Manchuria. They succeeded in conquering Manchuria
even without the civilian government's approval. The only way to stop
such military rebellion was the throne. The young Hirohito succeeded to
the throne in 1926 and took the name of Showa. He was more progressive
than his predecessors, and looked to the west for many ideas. Since many
disagreed with the mle of such an "un-Japanese" emperor, they looked to
the military for guidance and support.
Relations with western powers deteriorated due to much imperialist action, and Great Britain decided to help the Chinese thwart the
Japanese. Franklin Roosevelt wanted to slow Japanese conquests, but
public opinion reflected littie desire to enter a war with Japan. The war in
Europe tempted Japan to join Germany in her conquests, and Japan was
pushed further to an American oil embargo. Since the U.S. refused to meet
with Japanese leaders until they gave way on other concessions, and further
negotiated the embargo and its related offers, Japan decided to strike the
American fleet in Pearl Harbor.
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The American fleet was rebuilt very quickly after Pearl Harbor, and
despite early success by Japan in the war, the Allied powers were victorious
in the decisive batties. After the atomic bombs were dropped on Japan, the
Japanese signed an unconditional surrender.
Japan After World War II

The United States established oc-

cupation of Japan after the war, and its objectives were demilitarization,
democracy, and development of an economy that would be adequate for
peacetime needs. The early part of the Occupation saw MacArthur pushing
for removal of the principal supports of the militarist state, and armed forces
were demobilized and State Shinto abolished. The new constitution saw a
reversal of the Meiji pattern and called for responsible govemment by
installing an executive authority.
The constitution of 1947 enjoyed support by all factions of Japanese
politics. By the peace treaty went into effect in 1952, the elements of
Japanese politics had changed in pattern and modification of later governments was easier facilitated through administrative actions. Economic
and social changes reinforced the occupation forces' democratization of
Japan. Tenants of farms were taken through a process by which they would
become owners. The huge zaibatsu firms were also deconcentrated, and a
strong labor movement came into being. The civil code came to the forefront
of politics, fulfilling the wants of the govemment that were impossible to
facilitate before the war. This code was rewritten to allow joint inheritance
rights, and women were given the right to vote and sit as members of the
Diet.
Intemational relations were indicative of the end of Occupation,
but saw Japan stripped of many conquests and even some of its own
territory. Japan was given the right to individual self defense as well as
defense by the U.S., in retum for the U.S. bases in Japan. Japan was also
instmcted to open negotiations with her war victims.
Japan was in a state of depression until the Korean War. During
that war, Japan was the stage for U.N. negotiations and related activity
which brought about much profit. The economy of Japan was in a constant
state of growth and change from the time the treaty was signed. In the
1960's, her economy changed to start concentrating on technology, turning
from inexpensive textiles as a focus. This warranted a need for Japan to keep
trade with world economies rather than just Asian ones.
Throughout the 70's and 80's, Japan became America's biggest
trading partner, and Japan invested heavily in other countries to spread her
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influence economically. Japan no longer was a poor country, and held much
power in world economic realms. The new ideology was summed up by
Prime Minister Fukuda in 1978: "Japan should adhere to its decision not to
become a major military power and should promote friendly cooperation
with all nations and work to accept growing responsibility within the
intemational community."
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Mb ouuntry of Japan
Geographical features. Japan is a country consisting of four large
islands and thousands of smaller ones. The larger four are, in descending
order of size, Honshu, Hokkaido, Kyushu, and Shikoku. These four main
islands are separated by narrow straits, so they are essentially one entity.^
It totals about 145,870 square miles, four fifths of this covered by mountains.2
The country is actually an archipelago about 1,900 miles long northeast to
southwest, and about 1,000 miles from southeast to northwest. There are
5,800 miles of coastiine, and not a single point in Japan is more than 93 miles
from the coast.3
The archipelago is located off the north-eastem flank of mainland
Asia. The point furthest to the north in Japan is on the same latitude with
Belgrade and Montreal. The southern tip is even with Riyadh and Miami.
Separating the land from her neighbors is the Sea of Japan, which never gets
wider than 200 miles. The entire Pacific Ocean separates her from the
United States.4
The islands of Japan are essentially the tips of mountains that have
been lifted by tectonic shifts, the movement of the plates of the Earth. The
country is therefore very mountainous, and the small portion of the country
that is not made up of mountains consists of intermonate basins and plains.
The mountains are in small blocks rather than in well-defined ranges, blocks
caused by intense faulting and warping of the Earth.5 Although such a large
amount of the country is mountainous, these mountains rarely reach
heights of more than a few hundred meters, giving the country an overall
monotonous profile. The glaring exception to this monotony is the range
formed by the convergence of three separate mountain chains, the Hida
Mountains. The highest point in Japan is the famous volcano Mount Fuji.
It reaches a height of 12,389 feet. Although these mountains sport blankets
of snow into the late spring, there are no tme glaciers in the country.^
Mount Fuji is but one of the many volcanoes that are scattered along
the archipelago. A full 10% of the world's volcanoes are in Japan, and of
these 265,20 have been known to erupt in the last century.7
Earthquakes also plague the country regularly, with over 1,500
recorded annually. Smaller tremors occur often, but the major ones that
cause many deaths are more rare. The most devastating of these came in
1923, called the Kanto earthquake. The number of those who perished
exceeded 130,000. Three regions are particularly sensitive to seismic
activity: the Bozo peninsula near Tokyo, the Sea of Japan (the earthquakes
that occur undersea cause tsunami, or great tidal waves), and the Pacific
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coast in the northem regions of Tohoku and Hokkaido. In a related type of
seismic activity, landslides pose a threat to the land. Ten thousand have
been recorded on the island of Horuriku by the Sea of Japan. These
landslide vary in speed and size with the seasons. They range in size from
20 to 75 feet deep and up to 2 1/2 miles long. The land at the shores of the
many bays, where most larger cities are placed, is sinking. Every year,
buildings subside 1.5 inches, and the port area of Osaka has sunk about 10
feet since 1935.8
Japan is the only country that sees both typhoons and snowfall. The
devastation of typhoons causes the yearly loss of 20,000 dwellingsand 1,500
lives, mostly in the southern Shikoku region. Along the Sea of Japan coast,
winter monsoons laden with snow cause almost as much destruction as the
typhoons. Snow covers the western coast where it stays on the ground for
four months a year.^
Precipitation often transforms the small trickles in dry riverbeds
into rapids, which revert to gravel-lines riverbeds in the winter. From May
to October, the peak rainy months, the rivers are used chiefly for irrigation
and hydroelectric power production. Lakes are also scattered along the
terrain. The largest of these lakes, Biwa, is immortalized in literature and
folk music. Floods plague the country too, sweeping away shores of lakes,
railroad tracks, and roads. This flooding is counteracted in part by the
raising of embankments and dikes. This stops some floodwater, which rises
above the level of the surrounding plains, from depositing gravel and sand
on fields.^°
The soil in Japan is divided into three main regions, from northeast
to southwest: a podlozic zone of weak soil, a brown earth zone, and a red
earth zone. On the terraces, hills, and gentle slopes, komboku soils, black
soils rich in humus, are found.^^
The geographical features of Japan are numerous and varied, with
an immense variety to be found. Almost any type of feature of the land may
be found in this country, rife with uses and characteristics. The climate of
Japan has almost as much variety, as seen in the following section.
Climate and Weather. The climatic character is comparable to
that of North America from Nova Scotia, Canada to Georgia, United States.
In general, the climate of Japan is humid and temperate, and any seasonal
variations are celebrated in art and literature. Japan's latitudinal extent
makes for both frigid weather in the northeast, close to the Soviet region of
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Primorsk, and the tropical climes of Okinawa. All major oceanic currents
are felt in Japan's waters. The currents that affect the climate are the
Kuroshio Current, or Black Current, and the Oyashio Current, or Parent
Current. The Kuroshio current warms areas as far north as Tokyo on its
northward flow on the Pacific side, and the Oyashio is a cold-water current
that descends along the eastern coasts of Hokkaid and Tohoku. At the
meeting point of the two are bountiful fishing waters.^2
Temperatures in Japan are lower than those on mainland Asia at the
same latitude due to the island landforms. During the winter, the temperatures drop to levels below those of Europe, because cold winds from the
mainland sweep across the islands. These winter temperatures last for four
months. A low temperature of -40° C

(^0° F) has been recorded at

Asahikawa in Hokkaido, and the annual average in Sapporo is only 6.8° C
(44° F). Hokodate's average is -2.9° C (27° F) in January.13
Some other temperature averages are, for Tokyo:
January Mean: 4° C (39° F)
August Mean: 27°C(81°F)
Annual Average:
15° C (59° F)
For Asahikawa:
January Mean: -9° C (16° F)
August Mean: 21°C(70°F)
Annual Average:
6° C (43° F)
For Kyushu and the southern islands:
January Mean: 7°C(45°F)
August Mean: 27° C (81° F)
Annual Average:
17° C (63° F)i4
In Matsumoto, the annual average is 11° C (52° F), and in Kanazawa
it is 14° C (57° F).i5
The climate of Japan is affected by the latitudinal extent of the
country, the presence of the bodies of water, and the Asian land mass. Local
weather is a result of the relief features of each region. In the winter, the
eastem flow of cold air, the winter monsoon, occurs in late September to late
March. It picks up moisture from the Sea of Japan and deposi ts it as rain and
snow on the part of Japan that faces the Sea. Dry, windy weather is seen at
this time on the Pacific side.^^ These two sides are called the "face" and
"back" of the country, respectively.^'' The entire process reverses in the
summer, moving air from east to south, causing the summer monsoon.
From mid-April to early September, the currents bring warmer temperatures
and rain.18
Precipitation is bountiful in Japan, a maximum appearing in the
summer and a minimum in the winter, except on the Sea of Japan coast,
which enjoys the country's highest rainfall. The summer rainy season is
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through June and July, called the Plum Rains, named after the time that the
plums ripen. Most of the country receives 40+ inches of rainfall a year. The
smallest annual amount of rainfall is in Hokkaido, with 37 inches. The most
is in the mountainous interior of Kii-hanto peninsula, where 160 inches fall
in a year. From November to April, snow covers Hokkaido, northem and
interior Hoshu, and the northwest coast.^^
The cycle of seasons varies all over Japan, being distinct in the
different regions. The beginning of Spring, marked by the blooming of the
cherry trees, varies from March 25 in Kyushu to May 10 in Southem
Hokkaido. The amount of time that the ground is free from ice also varies:
260 days on the western tip of Kyushu, 240 along the Pacific coast from
Nagoya to Tokyo, 200 in Sendai, 180 at the northem end of Hoshu, and 150
in Hokkaido. Although the lengths of the summers in different regions vary
by up to two months, they are always hot and humid.^o
The climate of Japan is as extensively different in all regions, like the
land masses themselves. Another subject one should examine that will lead
to insight to Japan is the population and its distribution.
Population.

In 1988, the population of Japan was 122,636,038.

This number is based on the 1985 census number of 121,047,196. Projected
into the year 2000, Japan's population will reach about 132,589,000. Two
factors that contribute to Japan's unique character are the density of the
population and its age structure.^i
There are about 323 people per square kilometer, or 837 people per
square mile. One fact that remains is that only the plains are occupied, only
the most forgiving lands are inhabited.22 The density of population can
reach up to 5,000 people per square mile of agricultural land in the plains,
with the highest concentrations of population found in Kanto, Kansai,
Tokai, Chugoku, and part of Kyushu.23 The population of Japan is unevenly
distributed, and "... with 120 million Japanese crammed into just one-fifth
of its land area, Japan's effective density is far higher than obtains in all
except the single-city nations."^*
The structure of the population with respect to age distribution is
another important factor to consider when studying Japan. Projected life
span figures for the year 2050 are 75 for males and 80 for females, and lower
death rates coupled with lower birth rates have produced an overall aging
of the population in Japan. The proportion of the elderly in Japan is
expected to reach 15.6% in the year 2000, and up to 22.2% in the year 2043.25
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The country of Japan is one of variety, shown clearly in even the
simplest and most superficial statistical data. Though there are so many
ways to look at the country, starting at the geographical features, climate,
and population seems to be a way to acquaint one with the uniqueness of
the country. Although no cultural aspects have been examined here, studies
will follow to show some more interesting asf)ects of the Japanese People.
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ne Japanese People
"The first answer of a Japanese to the question
'Who are you?' is likely to be 'A Japanese.'"^
Being Japanese.

The people of Japan are as intriguing as

any other subject relating to the country as any. They take influences from
around the world and use those characteristics that best suit their needs.
"The modern Japanese experience has been a process of enrichment through
borrowing, with the greatest prizes going to those individuals and institutions
who have shown the most receptivity to foreign influence."^
The Japanese are proud of their race as any other aspect of their
culture. Prime Minister Nakasone once made an off-the-cuff remark about
the reason that Japan is so successful in their level of knowledge. He
attributed the American lack of knowledge to the" '...considerable number
of blacks, Puerto Ricans and Mexicans.' " Foreign press agencies were
relentiess in their subsequent attacks on this comment. In subsequent
clarifications, Nakasone said that he had only wanted to point out "... the
remarkable nature of America's achievement... despite the existence of so
many troublesome minorities."^
The Prime Minister was simply pointing out two ideas that Japanese share like the Americans share ideals of personal liberty. One was that
the Japanese are a unique people, different from all others in the world. The
other belief is that their recent successes are all attributable to this uniqueness.*
These beliefs are probably due to other, simpler facts, however. Japan has
a very distinct language, is somewhat isolated from the rest of the world,
and has the unique distinction of being the only major industrialized nation
that is not of Western cultural background or the white race.^ The borrowing skill that Japan enjoys in other areas such as technology and society
is also apparent in their racial stock.
The Japanese people are actually of many different racial stocks
themselves. Many distinguishing features are found in different radal
types. Some of them are fair skinned, slight of build, with straight or slightly
hooked noses. Still others are short, stocky, dark, with a small, flatter nose.^
Anthropologically, the Japanese is not actually a race, but part of the group
of peoples called Mongoloid. This group includes the Han Chinese and
Koreans. The racial stock of the Japanese is not as pure as they would like
to think, and many characteristics are seen in different people. Common are
different facial features that are attributed to different races, and the
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Japanese make no big deal of it.'' In 1923, when an earthquake killed 1(X),000
or more people, Korean immigrants were massacred in a panic.^ Eighty
percent of the foreigners that live in Japan are Korean. Although the
Koreans are indistinguishable from Japanese, they are felt to be inferior.
Although they are bom in Japan and speak no other language, many people
of Korean descent are required to take citizenship test every five years.^
There are other minority groups, also. The burakumin are people
that are ethnically and culturally Japanese, and indistinguishable from
them. The only factor that leads to their discrimination is their ancestral
association to the trades that were seen as barbaric. These trades were
anything associated with blood or death, such as butchering, tanning, and
shoemaking; menial labor occupations are also included in the burakumin
formation.io Another minority group is the Ainu, a group of Caucasian
aborigines somewhat related in station to the American Indian. They are
confined to a small area on the island of Hokkaido, where they were driven
by the Japanese settlers long ago.^^ The Ainu were persecuted in various
"barbarian subjugation" campaigns over the centuries. The historical title
of Shogun meant "General in charge of barbarian repression", the "barbarian"
being the Ainu. Only about 15,000 pure Ainu exist today, on special
reservations on the island of Hokkaido.^^
Japan is one of the most racially homogeneous countries in the
world. The Japanese are united by not only one language, history, and
culture, but by a common social and racial order. Most things foreign and
exotic are shunned due to shared ethnicity. Outsiders are considered
polluters of the country, and discrimination of foreigners is widespread and
acceptable.i3 xhe Japanese call anywhere that is not Japan muko, a vague
term meaning "over there". Anyone from muko is calledgaijin, or "outside
people". Normally the term gaijin refers to Caucasians, and people of
Korea, China, or the Phillipines are not sufficiently different to be called
gaijin.i''
There is a complex and ambivalent attitude by the Japanese to
foreigners; they see foreigners as both threateners and affirmers of their
national identity. Ever since the Japanese first contacted foreigners (more
specifically westerners), they have been fascinated. The first Dutch explorers
were subject to debate on the point of whether they actually raised one leg
to urinate, although this point is not taxing scholars anymore.^s just about
anywhere outside Tokyo in Japan, westerners are greeted with blank stares,
requests for autographs, free food and drinks, and detailed interrogations.
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The subjects of these queries are varied, from sex lives, whether we can use
chopsticks, what Japanese foods we can or cannot eat. The alien nature of
gaijin is not only fun. Owners of inns will turn westerners away, even if the
inn is half empty.^^ J^Q meaning of tiiis attitude is shared by almost all
Japanese: "'I am a Japanese, you are a foreigner, and that distinction is of
overwhelming importance.'"^''
Foreigners in Japan are treated very differentiy than foreigners in
the United States. In the United States, any person that seems to be a
foreigner is expected to either be a citizen or want to soon become one. They
are expected to speak English and act properly. Foreigners in Japan,
however, are treated as outsiders always. If the foreigner is known not to
be a permanent immigrant, he is treated very politely as an outsider. Any
knowledge one shows of the Japanese language is lauded as impressive, as
a child is lauded for doing well in a foreign language. Any knowledge a
foreigner has about the nation of Japan is greeted with wonder and
enthusiasm, and may even b>e told that his knowledge surpasses the
native's. The difference, though, is that the foreigner is treated as an
outsider-always.is In fact, the closer a foreigner gets to understanding the
Japanese, the harder he is rejected. If a gaijin shows signs of being too
"inside the culture", the Japanese instinctively respond by reminding him
that he is after all a foreigner, and cannot change this no matter how he
tries.i^ As further illustrated, the closer a foreigner gets to knowing the
Japanese, the more public his renouncement:
Such behavior, of course, is characteristic of bigots and
chauvinists in any country, but in Japan it extends far
beyond such circles-a fact made plain a few years ago
when the magazine Bunjei Shunju assembled a panel of
intellectuals to discuss former Ambassador Eawin O.
Reischauer's book The Japanese. During the debate, one
of the participants seized on the book's word picture of
the vast, antlike crowds that throng Tokyo in the rush
hour-a description very similar to some I have heard
from Japanese themselves-and with evident satisfaction
remarked that it "makes one realize that Reischauer is a
foreigner after all, for all his being bom and raised in
Japan and married to a Japanese.^"
Although very difficult to predict, Mr. Christopher states that he
believes that the younger generation in Japan will eventually forsake the
traditional xenophobic legacy of their forebears. Most of these younger
Japanese have acquired familiarity with foreign societies and in fact have
enjoyed that very experience. They find the restrictive cultural and sodal
traditions of their country ridiculous and embarrassing.^^ Mr. Christopher
dubbs the Japanese superiority the Gaijin Complex, and states that any
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hopes Westemers have for conquering it are futile. Westemers can only
penetrate the culture so far although we should leam all we can about
Japanese tradition and culture. We cannot force anything on the Japanese,
and the smart gaijin will resign himself to remaining in the station he now
inhabits according to the Japanese until the Japanese are good and ready to
totally let us in.22
The Japanese Language.

Another subject worth studying

about Japan is her language, which has been a source of wonder for
westemers since time immemorial. Although Japanese is hardly spoken
outside Japan, it is the sixth most widely spoken language in the world .23 As
Robert Christopher so eloquently puts it, "The Japanese language is so
complex that it has been called the 'Devil's Language.' Since the Japanese
as a people distrust and shun straightforward verbal communication, this
suits them just fine."24
The official and only language of Japan is Japanese. Most linguists
consider it in a class by itself, though it is said by some to be related to
Malayo-Polynesian language family. Written Japanese originally used only
Chinese characters (kanji); then, phonetic characters were added (kana) in
the 8th century. Romanized writing was introduced, but never really
caught on.25 This marriage of the original unwritten Japanese and ancient
Chinese was unfortunate, although it begat modem Japanese, in that the
two are utterly dissimilar;26 still, the spoken language absorbed new vocabulary quickly, and the written language became incomprehensible to
the Chinese.27 "... spoken Japanese is not an unduly complex or difficult
language. But written Japanese is an entirely different kettle of fish. It is, in
fact, quite certainly the most difficult system of written communication in
general use in the contemporary world."28 The most complex Japanese
dictionary lists some 50,000 separate characters, some with 40 different
bmsh strokes; many kanji have multiple pronunciations and meanings.
Even the most knowledgeable Japanese people often forget more kanji
characters than most of us will ever know.29
The Japanese sense of isolation has been reinforced by the language,
for it has the closest affiliation with any particular ethnic group.30 Japanese
ineptitude at speaking foreign languages equals that of people who speak
English as a first language,^! and this leads one to believe that the Japanese
care not about other languages or cultures besides their own (English
speaking people can get along in most other countries, for English is a
common language among the newer countries of Europe, North America,
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and even Asia). The use of English in Japan is increasing. This is the
reasoning behind the widespread use of kana, which is the representation
of certain sounds through abbreviations of their kanji characters. The main
use for kana is in foreign words or borrowed words,32 especially the influx
of so many English words.33 Many have suggested that kanji should be
scrapped for simpler romanized characters, or romaji. The reasons that
most give are illogical; there has been too much time and effort in teaching
and learning kanji; kanji is esthetically pleasing to most; since foreigners
find it so hard to master, the Japanese cherish it as another identifier of their
culture.^*
The most difficult part of the language is the reflection of comparative
status, a uniquely Japanese phenomenon in language. Verb forms used
reflect the relative status of the sender and receiver.35 This ties in to the
hierarchy system prevalent in Japan today, which will be discussed later.
Another language that the Japanese use is known as haragei, or
"belly language": non-verbal communication. It came from the homogeneity of the people, where the people can discern what others mean nonverbally. "... the seeming inability of many Japanese to give a straight
answer to a straight question is a perennial source of frustration to foreigners.
If you wish to communicate successfully with Japanese, however, that kind
of reaction is self-defeating. The things to cultivate are patience, persistence,
a knack for indirection, an ear for nuance-and a sharp eye for the occasional
moving finger."3^
Group Mindedness.

"Far more than the citizens of most collectiv-

ized societies, the Japanese are dominated by a sense of responsibility to the vario

groups to which they belong-their country, their company and so on. Paradox

cally, this helps to account for their drive and efficiency. "37 In Tokugawa times,
there were councils of five or six households that were responsible for
defense, dispute resolution, statistical maintanence, and regulating dress,
housing, food, and other aspects of family life.38 The obligation of the individual to the well-being of the group is a central part of Japanese life, and
is seen in every aspect of their society.39
A Japanese is above all else a member of some sort of group, and is
constantiy striving to better the group to which he belongs. The elaborate
forms of etiquette, either linguistic as previously mentioned or behavioral,
are used to conventionalize Japanese human relationships.'*^ One of the
factors that this sense of tribal identity lends to Japan is an acute awareness
of the vulnerability of the tribe. The sense of impending doom so felt is
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probably due to the natural disasters that plague the country so often, and
to the fact that Japan is the only country ever to come under atomic attack.
Also, the Japanese are very dependant on foreign energy, and if they were
somehow to lose their imports, they would revert to the economic status of
Yemen.4i
Another more positive attribute that this group-mindedness brings
to the Japanese is a high standard of public order, which in tum affects the
assessment of relative qualities of life. Japan enjoys fewer robberies in one
year than in two days in the U.S., fewer rapes in a year than in a week here,
burglaries and beatings are rare at most; teenage girls can safely walk
through the "bad side of town," cars can be left unlocked, cash can be
carried, and fistfights are seldom seen.''2
Americans tend to think that preoccupation with group thinking is
a negative factor, that it retards initiative and slows progress. Although it
does inhibit certain types of individualism so cherished in the west, the
Japanese see group consensus as a way of avoiding individual conflict.
There is no limit to the duty that an individual owes to the group, and the
successes of the group as well as the failures are shared by all members.'*3
Education.

Some statistics concerning the education system in

Japan: 99 per cent of Japanese are functionally literate, as opposed to 80 per
cent of Americans. In math and physics, Japanese are two years ahead of
their American counterparts. Some knowledge that young Japanese possess includes reading music, calculus, and statistical analysis. Ninety per
cent of Japanese kids finish high school, and half those that do attain a
university education. The average I.Q. of a Japanese student is lll,10points
above the European and American standard."*"*
The education system in Japan, and how well one pushes through
it, is what determines station in life, company, and society, as opposed to
what determines these in the west, namely birth and class. From the early
days when Japan was based on Chinese philosophy, book learning has been
regarded as the cause of greater knowledge and higher moral insights. The
relationship between academic excellence and success in life is taken for
granted by the Japanese.'*^
Children are given more space for their studies than for any other
household activity, and since their mothers know how much is riding on
their success and failure in getting into the proper university, they ride and
herd their children to do well. Thus, a common term, kyoiku mama, or
education mom, has been coined for the type of mother that pushes her
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children to excel."*^
The theory of the tribe of Japan is not only reinforced at home, but
also within the classroom. One of the reasons for the superiority of the
Japanese education system is consistency. There are few choices of textbooks
from which to pick; the teachers have freedom in the way that they teach
the children, but not in what is to be mastered. Since the Japanese are a
homogeneous society, the children are not encouraged to excel on their
own, but to leam a sense of community and family-mindedness. If the
children were to be separated according to ability, they would probably get
a feeling that they were in some way better than or different from the rest,
an idea that does not sit too well with Japanese society.'*'' The teachers of
Japan will not hesitate to instill in their pupils a responsibility to the welfare
of the group, as illustrated in the fact that Japanese schools employ no
janitors, and the children clean up after themselves."*^
Although most Americans think that, to the detriment of Japanese
school-children, there is little or no competitiveness in the education system
of Japan, primary- and secondary-school age children show an almost
savage competitiveness toward each other. One reason for this is the early
age at which a child realizes that later in life his successes will be gauged on
which university he gets into.'*^ A poor student from "the wrong side of the
tracks" studied extremely hard to get into therightuniversity, and succeeded
in being accepted to Tokyo University. His life turned around, he was
accepted socially, got a great job, became prominent in the business world;
he was recommended for an arranged marriage to the daughter of a wealthy
industrialist. The publisher who is spoken of here said," 'You know, I lead
a very comfortable and rewarding life-and I think I've earned it. But
sometimes it unsettles me a little to realize that everything I have is basically
the product of a single roll of the dice—that one set of exams I took all those
years ago.' "^
One of the extreme examples of competition in the classroom is
called ijime. Ijime is usually translated as 'bullying' or 'teasing', but it is
much more elaborate than the occasional or even regular bullying in the
United States. It is an elaborate type of mental torture which leads to several
deaths each year. A child that somehow stands out of the group, be they
skirmier, fatter, smarter, dumber, whatever, is picked on, ostracized, and
otherwise persecuted by his classmates. The subject of ijime is tumed on by
his closest friends even, and the process may last for several years. In one
extreme case, the tormentor of a pair of students was murdered by the
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students he picked on.^i
Ijime is a product of Japanese group dynamics, and an integral part
of the culture. Though it causes some Japanese children to lose all sense of
meaning and to suffer mental anguish, it also strengthens the collective
meaning of the group through its exclusion of non-group members. Japanese adults see ijime, then, as an intrinsic part of growing up.52
As a child grows to the age at which he will enter university, it is not
just a matter of him applying to a university and being accepted. He will go
through what is called juku, or part-time cramming schools. These exist in
part to the size of the individual classes in the education system. Since there
is not sufficient time to devote to individual strengths and weaknesses, the
parents send their children to juku to prepare them for high school and
college entrance exams, or "examination hell".53 Forty percent of Japanese
children enter juku at some stage, 90 per cent of youths in metropolitan
Tokyo, and 100 percent of those accepted to the three most prestigious high
schools in Japan.S"*
The average student will start studying intensely at the age of five
or six, and by the time he is twelve will be studying algebra and English in
the evenings. At high school age, the average student will keep his nose
crammed into a juku textbook into the early morning hours, and perhaps
spend all night Saturday at all-night cram sessions. If he fails to make it into
a university the first time around, which is likely, he will spend a year at a
"preparatory school" of cram sessions. These juku schools cost about
¥800,000 per year at the best ones, and the entire juku school industry
annually generates about ¥900 billion and 100,000 registered partidpants.55
The pervasive objective of juku schools, as well as the organized
education system in Japan, is singular; to facilitate the passing of entrance
examinations. Topics not covered in entrance exams are not covered in the
classroom. The absorption and memorization of information is the pervasive
goal of the Japanese student, as well as his instructors.^^ Regarding the
secondary education system's instmction of English, Mr. Tasker states:
The result is a nation of people who have an intimate
knowledge of the different usages of 'I will' and 'I shall',
but cannot give a comprehensiole set of directions. The
standard of attainment is unsurprising, since many highschool teachers, and even college professors, are themselves
extremely poor speakers. They teach the subject not as a
means of communication but as a code to be cracked. That
was fine for Japan the eager absorber of foreign knowledge. It is of little use in negotiating the modem world's
complex patterns of interdepjendence.^^
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After the examination hell and hopefully acceptance into a prestigious university, the Japanese student will ride easy. In contrast to American
universities, the Japanese university is not exactly a place of stimulating or
rewarding intelligence. The Japanese college students cannot be, despite
faculty wishes to the contrary, taught to forget that college life is probably
the only time in their life when they will enjoy almost absolute personal
freedom. It takes an extreme amount of determination to get into a Japanese
university, and about as much effort to get kicked out. Although this is in
such obvious contrast to the previous education system that a youngster in
Japan has experienced, it shows just how difficult "examination hell" really
is. Since any student that is accepted into a university has passed the
"examination hell", they have already shown survival of the fittest.^s
The average student in Japan will take a four-year holiday during
his college years. He will attend maybe a handful of lectures and seminars,
take a part-time job, attend parties, hike, watch television, and drink a large
amount of alcohol. In fact, the average student spends 20 percent of his
waking hours drinking; it will prove invaluable in training him for the
corporate world. The Japanese see university as a well-earned break from
the rigors of academic life and a preparatory rest before the working
worid.59
Al though incomplete, the above summary is an introduction to the
culture of the Japanese. There are many more aspects of the culture
unexplored here, but to study the country any further would take weeks of
devotion, time that one programming an architectural thesis simply does
not have. Planning to create architecture in a culture that one is not familiar
with is indeed an optimistic undertaking, one that I believe will be profitable
in the end, at least to my knowledge base. In looking at the people,
language, tribe ideals, and education of the Japanese, I have tried to provide
myself with a basis upon which I may proceed and attempt to make my own
judgements about the nation and people of Japan.
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I raaitional Japanese Architecture
Cultural Background

According to accounts in Nikon-Shoki,

"Men, animals, plants, and rocks, all things animate and inanimate, had
speech and were kami; whatever evoked a thrill of awe, mystery, or affection, whatever possessed superior merit, was in some sense miraculous and
therefore sacred: kami. The feeling of communion with nature which
inspired this response was so deeply rooted that its picture of what the west
calls the world beyond, but in Japan was regarded as the world within the
natural world, evolved without a rigidly conceptualized theogeny."i Kami
also means head or source and is also the Shinto term for deity2
The only reason a name-Shinto, The Way of the Gods-was given to
their worship was to distinguish it from the newly imported beliefs of
Buddhism. Shinto beliefs included those that said that there are two sides
to the soul: the nigi-mitania, mild, refined, happy, healthy, and prosperous
and the other side, the ara-mitania, the rough, adventurous, and even
sometimes evil side.3 This philosophy survives today as omote, the face or
surface of an object, and ura, the back of the same object."*
When one lost his breath (died), the soul- 'Trecious, round, and
glowing...could sometimes be seen lingering in the darkness"^ It might go
away, it might not. Regardless, it became kami^ and necessary accommodations were to be made. Large burial mounds were built for the ruling
class, and the sizes of these mounds were restricted according to the one's
station in life. Later, the aristocracy was forbidden from building the
mounds, and was totally abandoned about A.D. 600. Besides various
sculpture, tools, and ornaments, these burial mounds have yielded clay
models of dwellings and shrines.^
The first dwellings were natural caves. Then man-made caves were
placed near streams. Tateana were the first actual structures used for
dwellings. They were shallow pit dwellings covered with a cone-shaped
grass or bank roof. The sites for tateana were rectangular, with the rounded
• corners, usually about 17 feet long. They were depressed about two to three
feet below grade, and in the center of the floor was an open hearth, either
dug out or marked with stones. Four posts were planted firmly in the
ground within the excavation. Outside, rafters sprang from the ground and
rested on beams laid across the tops of the four posts. A single ridge pole
—

rested on these rafters, and made for the triangular peak on the ends. These

'_'-_

triangular openings made for ventilation, but apart from this practical

-_^..^ -_ origin, the building form signified a warrior's helmet (the peaked upper
e---_—

section) and neck guard (the circular base).''
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The next stage of development was the hirachi. It counteracted the
tateana's dampness and dirtiness with afloorat ground level. The type that
appeared after the hirachi, takayuka, saw the floor raised from the ground
plane. This is where Japanese architecture saw its characteristic and most
enduring aspects realized first. The ridge pole is carried not by structural
poles inside the confines of the structure, but on poles separate from the
main structure. The rafters crossed over the ridge pole and created decorative combs along the ridge. No particular stmctural use is attributed to
this device except perhaps for extra weight placed on the ridge pole to keep
it in place. The decorative motif, chigi, survives as a single pair of crossed
rafters at either end of the building.^
The Takayuka were "single cells of space." The walls were independent of the four columns supporting the roof, placed at each corner of
the structure. The space was further extended by putting columns between
the corner columns and a column in the center of the space, dividing the
volume into four distinct cells. The farm houses of today often have
partitions radiating from the center column halfway to the exterior walls.
This may have come from the desire to divide shrines so that separation
could be made between spaces for holy symbols and priest activities.^
Shrines

Abbots of the temple is Kyoto used to ponder over

construction principles like problems of religion, and they were often
architects themselves.*^ These abbots designed the shrines in which they
worshipped, which often reflected the changes in building style. One of the
earliest uses of four-celled stmcture is seen in the Izumo Shrine, drca A.D.
550. The Japanese desire to build asymmetrical compositions is seen in the
stair to the south: it is off center, giving the shrine its unique architectural
character. Shrines were built to protect an object inhabited by a holy spirit.
The object itself is not what was worshipped, but the kami that chose to inhabit
it. In nature, all objects of any special nature have kami: trees are often
encircled by wood fences, forests and mountains are worshipped.*^
Three specific artificial objects are very highly revered. A jewel,
symbolizing knowledge, a sword, symbolizing authority,and a mirror
symbolizing justice. The mirror is probably the most highly revered. The
emperor, the chief intermediary between his people and the spirits, is
custodian of the mirror at Ise. It was supposedly given to the remote
ancestors of the Japanese by the gods.*2
Ise Naiku houses the mirror at the most holy center of Shinto
religion in Honshu. This most impressive example of Shinto architecture
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was founded in the late third century and dedicated to the Sun goddess
Ameterasu O-mi-kami, and lies in a forest of giant cryptonemeria bordered
by the Isuzu River. The shrine proper is four rectangular buildings on a level
clearing 165' wide by 381' long. Four fences completely enclose it. "To align
everything perfectly would be to flaunt a perfection appropriate only to the
handiwork of the spirits; so it is better, Japanese carpenters believe, to
include a deliberate imperfection like an off-center gate, which also has the
merit of conforming to the Japanese taste for informal intuitively balanced
composition."*3
At the Ise shrine are a number of torii, doorless gates that mark the
entrances to all Shinto shrines. The torii has its origins in times when sacred
fowls were utilized to announce daybreak. The birds, tori, perched on top
of a construction of two horizontal beams atop two vertical posts. (Tori,
fowl, + i from iru, dwelling = torii) Afterwards, a torii became simply a
gateway, and was sometimes decorated with carved tablets or other ornamentation.*'* The torii is to Japanese architecture what the Doric column
capital is to westem architecture. The most important difference between
the two is that the torii is a religious symbol, and the doric capital is secular
in nature. This reinforces the religious nature of most turning points or
points of reference in Japanese architecture.*^
The shrine at Ise is the most venerated example in all of Japan.*^ The
only people allowed in the Shoden are the emperor and the high priest of Ise.
The public, or other priests for that matter, are not allowed in at all. For
most, it is not necessary to see what is inside. "I know not what lies within,"
says one priest, "but I am in tears with gratitude."*''
Ise's buildings are a later type of Shinto architecture called Shimmei,
embodied by a modification of earlier roof designs. Another important
change was the placement of an entrance in the exact center of the long side,
rather that on one side of a gable end. All thebuildings are variations on this
one architectural theme, the overall effect being a sense of a series of
r.-JZVrr^^Tj:

photographic enlargements and reductions juxtaposed so that the surrounding landscape seems to have been stretched to accommodate the
different buildings' scale-shifts.*^
Symbolism is also important-"to transcend the fact is to approach
truth." This Japanese philosophy is manifested at Ise. The buildings are
dedicated to Ameratsu O-mi-kami, who represents the purity of nature.
Columns are planted into the ground to symbolize the trees from which the
^^^'^i;'^V''^":'^^;^^^^'^'''^: • \

*' poles themselves are hewn, although the columns tend to deteriorate
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quickly.*9 This illustrates the point that the Japanese tend to symbolize
nature, to talk and write about nature, to sing about nature, and yet they do
not have a firm grasp on the actual harmony within nature.The literature of
Japan has never revealed a true appreciation of nature, rather a tendency to
celebrate it through description.20
The structure of the buildings at Ise, and other Shimmei buildings,
is one that utilizes a column at each gable end that supports the ridge beam.
The thatch roof of the buildingsis the chief omamentofthedesign, and there
are short logs laid across the ridge pole to stabilize the entire ridge pole. The
importance of the roof in Japanese architecture is illustrated by the shrine
at Ise. The roof's thatch surfaces are groomed as one would groom a
haircut-cut carefully, trimmed to a perfect line at the eaves.21
These buildings also represent the Japanese preference to articulate
structural elements as the chief architectural design motif. This practice has
suffered only occasional lapses in the entire history of Japan. Shinto
architecture's transformation of structural necessities into sculptural forms
is not articulation as such, but rather an amplification. All structural
elements are larger than necessary, and this leads to the feeling that nature
would have constructed the building the same way if it were to have its way.
The buildings are re-assembled every twenty years on an adjacent site, and
the olderbuildings are disassembled. This keeps the buildings new, and the
spirits happy. It also symbolizes the youth and purity of Shinto architecture.22
Structure and Design

One of the most basic assumptions about

Japanese architecture is that the Japanese only needed to meet the requirements of warm weather, having lived for centuries in paper-thin
houses that tended to not be very warm. Although the small braziers
commonly used for heating the hands of the inhabitants were not commonly
enough, the people usually accepted the cold of winter as a learning
experience or a 'getting in tune with nature' act. "A wise man would submit
himself to the cold." For the longest time, the Japanese have preferred to
build for the summer and endure the cold. Religious beliefs, philosophy,
and fortitude were more instmmental in shaping Japanese architecture
than the climate, but these beliefs happened to be closely tied with the
climate.23
Another factor that shaped the architecture of Japan was the
^^8

absence of furniture in their dwellings. This uniquely Japanese act of sitting
on the floor in an empty room is racially linked with the warm weather
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climates. Architectural form is not the only outcome of this feature of the
culture-fastidiousness is attributed to the lack of furniture, as is the design
of gardens (to be seen from 2'-6" from the floor), building materials,
textures, clothing, shoe removal, small rooms,and the use of movable
partitions with decorative paintings are all linked to the warm weather.^"*
There are two basic themes established in the architecture of Japan:
1

The characteristic Japanese sense of construction with the
fitting together of many pieces to form a structural cage
that outlines spaces.

2

The sense of shelter given by amplifying the roof to a
faceted sculpture.

These two elements are decisive Japanese architectural elements,
and all forms of Japanese architecture that succeed tend to strive towards
these ends. Above all else, though, a Japanese building is a roof. The beauty
of a building is actually gauged by the beauty of its roof, in proportion,
curvature, sculptural modeling, and texture. Any differences seen between
one roof and the next are simply adjustments of extraordinary delicacy, and
they reflect architectural sensitivity.25 The roof of a house is called a yane in
Japanese, a word that literally means house-root. Although the actual
reasoning for the use of such an odd term for the top of a house is relatively
unknown, its origin is probably found in that the tree without a root dies,
and a house without a roof decays. The beginnings of the term could also
be in that the Chinese character for ne means "origin."26 The latter seems
more likely.
There are four main types of roofs used in Japanese architecture:
Kirizuma, a single gabled roof
Hogyo, a square pyramidal roof
Yosemune or Shichu, a hipped roof
Irimoya, a combination of hipped roof and gabled roof
Even though there seems to be a need to carefully design the
structural members due to the enormous weight of the roofs, this was
circumnavigated by the use of such large structural members, as stated
before. The roof is held in place largely due to its enormous weight, like a
heavy tabletop. The huge "hatlike" roofs all but floated on thin stmctures
that seemed hardly concemed with holding up the roof. These structures
were more like skeletons outlining the spaces within.27
The roofs mentioned above have spedfic uses, and are apparent in
certain building types. The hogyo roof is often used on smaller projects.
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limited in size and simple in plan, such as smaller temples and houses. The
kirizuma roof is more often employed on farmhouses and even simpler
mral buildings, while the yosemune/shichu is used when a sharp distinction is desired between the front and sides of a building. The irimoya roof
type is used on large, extravagant projects such as temples and compounds
where complexity of joinery will lead to high visibility and recognition.^s
The materials used to cover the various types of roofs are as
distinctiy different as the roofs themselves. On farmhouses, tile is used as
well as the more common thatch covering-sometimes they are used as a
pair. Elaborate tile is used on houses, but more elaborate still is the tile used
on temples. The overall effect of using tile on a roof is one of widely-spaced
bamboo poles as a covering, perhaps an historical precedent set long ago.
Two main types of tile roofs are the ones that employed one shape of tile
with both a concave and a convex side, which fit together to form a water
seal, and the type that utilized two shapes, one shape concave, laid on the
roof open-side up, the joints being sealed with another row of convex
shapes. The former roof covering type is more economical, while the latter
seems more pure.29
There is one more predominant roof covering, that being the
shingles used on residences and tea ceremony houses. The bark of the
hinoki or sawara tree is used in this case, and the primary esthetic attraction
is called teri, or sheen. These roofs, more than tiled or thatched examples,
are reliant on subtiety.30 One danger with these roofs that is not as apparent
in the other types is the danger of fire. Once an ember floats onto the
shingled roof, the entire structure will be incinerated and the burning
shingles will float on the wind to ignite other surrounding buildings.3*
On a very spritual level, the Japanese have made their architecture
an extension of their inner experiences. The building characteristices come
"...out of a sensibility tutored by meditative concentration. They integrate
the relations between man, nature, material and the creative will to form a
harmonious whole."32 Besides the roof, another thing that distinguishes
Japanese buildings is the placing of structural elements on the outer edges
of the building, thereby performing two tasks. One is limiting the scale of
buildings, another is lending greatiy to the flexibility and expandability of
buildings. Above all, Japanese architecture is an exercise in expansion and
extension. Spaces are constantly added to spaces to form buildings, and
therefore Japanese architecture allows for no concrete delineation of beginning, middle, or end.33
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Japanese architecture is not reliant on one single nebulous set of
spatial heirarchies as westem architecture is. Each volume in Japanese
building is a manifestation of an identical design discipline. The most
applicable illustration of the architecture of Japan for this study is one that
uses the musical analogy:
"...Japanese architecture is a thoughtful meandering along
a keyboard. Each note struck is another column; the
intervals of silence are the spaces they delimit. Crescendoes are rare, the art of the fugue is unknown, and to the
Westem observer there seems to be no reason why this
architectural "music" can not continue forever across the
landscape."34
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iviuuurn Japanese Architecture

There is a new movement in the architecture of Japan, one started
in the 1950's by Kenzo Tange, who started to use Le Corbusier's design
principles to rebuild bombed-out Hiroshima.* Even a European architect,
Antonin Raymond, put up office buildings and bmtal concrete churches in
Tokyo. Starting with this type of architectural facelift, Japan had a serious
challenge: to create an Avant Garde in a country that is rife with 1000-year
old Shinto Shrines and Katsura Villa and the Shrine at Ise.2 Ada Louise
Huxtable has said of the Japanese Avant-Garde,"if there is an active AvantGarde today, this is it."3
The new architects are creating signs of a particular Japanese
austerity, subfle shifts in repetitious patterns, contrasts of rich incident
interspersed with pure absence. (A device that parallels with a music/
architectural theory of esthetics.) Two of the premier architects that design
according to these tenets are Fumihiko Maki and Tadao Ando. Some
architects in Japan today defy the Avant Garde, and build based upon
westem tradition. One of the most prominent of this group is Arata Isozaki,
and one of his buildings that best fits this description is the Tsukuba
building. Even others. Shin Takamatsu for one, design in Japan and do not
even subscribe to Japanese or western esthetic standards, defying all
building traditions. One theory is that they rebel to defy everyone's
expectations of Japanese architecture, and they certainly express dynamism
and conflict, pain and disorder, as opposed to the traditions of discretion
and balance regularly found in Japanese architecture.**
One reason for the obvious upheaval in the practice of architecture
in Japan is the structure of the practice itself. A rift is seen two poles of
attitudes, one of a public servant and the other of an outsider artist. Large
projects are inevitably awarded to huge design-build firms, and smaller
projects are won by the fringe architects. They follow an altemative path,
and unfortunately most individualistic architects tend to stay alone and do
no t join other architects in other firms. Smaller projects lend well to freedom
in design considerations, and a critical and experimental way of thinking,
while large projects tend to be investment-oriented.5
Another very important factor that leads to the individualism in the
Avant Garde groups is the patchwork quality of urban Japan. Westem
architects would be more visible in theflatand open lands where they build.
In this respect, the Japanese Avant Garde accepts the urban character and
its chaotic energy, and there is no other place on Earth more accepting of this
type of architecture, and the urban pattern is shaped by the buildings in
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tum.6 Overall, the Avant-Garde has been strongly influenced by Arata
Isozaki, and the New Wave as it is called has focused on aspects of his work
individually. He, in tum, has been influenced by the younger architects of
the New Wave.''
Although the new Japanese architecture seems difficult to understand, and defies explanation, this can be attributed to the fact that it is
a "...result of poetic inspiration and sentiment rather than merely problemsolving or scientific analysis; its unique qualities defy quantitative measurement and evaluation." ^
Furthermore, Bognar describes it as:
an architecture that "...Instead of reinforcing the status quo of the
present human conditionrooted in superficial and false self-involvement or
self-consciousness, instead of promoting mediocrity,...challenges it."
"...a meditation on the ultimate nonrationality of existence and thus
conveys a continuous insistence on the necesity of the poetique in human
life."
"...impressive in its ability to act as a catalyst, to generate the sense
that man and his architecture should enhance one another; together they
can be sublime, something more than present reality. In so doing, it
provides us with the rare experience of traveling through a constantly
shifting "space-time," engendering simultaneously a feeling of eternity and
a heightened awareness of transitory existence." ^
The Japanese architecture of today is shaped by many factors, and
there is hardly ample room or time to enter discussion about it in this report.
As the Avant Garde movements of western nations, Japanese Avant Garde
architecture is best described in the various books on the subject, the titles
of which may be found in the bibliography of this program.
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A Brief History of Jazz
Jazz music has been defined as "a strongly rhythmic music of black
American origin that emphasizes interpretation rather than composition."
The most pjersistent characteristic is improvisation, and this accounts for the
flexibility with which it was drawn from other music forms. This same
factor has led to the multitude of different directions the music form has
taken, and it is therefore impossible to define. It is considered that the music
form of jazz took on its own identity about 1900.*
The History of Jazz

Both African and European mu-

sic forms played important parts in the shaping of jazz music, and each of
the cultures is given differing amounts of credit by different theorists. If it
were not for the slaves brought to the United States, jazz would never have
evolved; the separation of the Africans from their home led to theexpressions
found in their music.2 The multitude of tribes represented by the black
slaves taken from West Africa was such that, although the tribes had distinct
musical forms, the American slave owners cared nothing about tribal
identity, and even went so far as to forbid any sort of tribal rituals. This led
to the ambiguity concerning the exact connections of jazz to African music
forms. One illustration of the problem of tracing the ancestry of jazz is the
form of its drumming. Drums are the primary instrument in west African
music, but they are also important to the military band. In drumming of
European origin, a 4/4 beat is the norm, but it lacks the rhythmic counter
accents and syncopations found in jazz drumming. The African tradition
is of many varied rhythms played at once, more like jazz itself. Another
characteristic of African music is the specific language that it uses for the
communication of ideas, with subtle hints of meaning and emotion.3 Still,
the Latin American dance bands seem to share more of the rhythmic
characteristics with jazz-this is probably because Catholic slave owners
allowed their slaves to use drums, which were prohibited by Protestant
Americans slave owners."*
The one place that the African tradition did persist was in the
largely Catholic town of New Orleans. Dances were often accomparued by
drumming of distinct African flavor, and the blending of this music form
with the military marching bands probably resulted in jazz drumming as it
is now known.5
Black American music before jazz

The earliest form

of black American music was reliant on a "call-and-response" pattem, a
device used in both African music forms and in European religious services.
Another factor lending to the stmcture of jazz was the "field holler", a form
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of communication used when the slaves were working on the plantation.
This attributed to the formation of the blues, although it did not contain
some of the essential characteristics of the music form itself. The blues had
a mockery and sadness that reflected the long-suffering attitudes of the
slaves. The gospel song, which was sung with exdted fervor by both
preacher and congregation, was incorporated into jazz as well, the call-andresponsesinginglivingonin instmmental dialogs in big-band performances.*
Ragtime and New Orleans Jazz The first instrumental black music to gain wide acceptance was the piano music called ragtime. Ragtime
was thought to have appeared around 1895, and reached its peak in about
1910. It relied heavily on improvisation, and was a veritable craze from the
1890's to the beginning of WWI.7 Probably the most influential player of
ragtime piano was Scott Joplin, followed by James Scott and Tom Turpin.
As in other forms of music around this time, ragtime saw commercial
exploitation and subsequent dilution, but its effect on jazz is obvious.^
A band style first emerged in New Orleans, and for that reason that
city is regarded as the birthplace of jazz. This emergence was largely due
to community music forms; there were types of live musical performances
for all occasions includingbirths, christenings, parades, marches, weddings,
and funerals. Since most of these performances were held outdoors, the
instruments favored were the louder trumpet and trombone.^ Many different music forms prospered in New Orleans, such as cotillons, quadrilles,
Caribbean dance music, black folk music such as hollers and work songs,
and French Opera performances. Some of the most important music was
found in Storyville, a red-light district. Jazz acted as a lubricant for the sodal
machine, and was thus confined largely to the brothels and lowlife of New
Orleans. Even after the pioneers of the jazz movement were forgotten, it
was associated with the lowlife of Storyville.*° The single most influential
music form found in New Orleans at the time was that of the marching
bands, not only at the time of Mardis Gras but throughout the year."
The spread of jazz in the 1920's

In 1917, vice-ridden

Storyville was closed down by the U.S. Navy, and many jazz musicians lost
their jobs. Since jazz was, by that time, a viable music form in its own right,
the many musicians leftNew Orleans but kept the music alive. They spread
throughout the country from the east coast to the west.*2 Jazz did not end
in New Orleans, though, and the migration of the musidans to other parts
of the country was not instant or absolute.*3 An very important city for jazz
was Chicago, which had a large black population. From 1919 to about 1930,
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Chicago was the most important city in the life of jazz, being home to most
of the best New Orleans jazz players. Sidney Bechet and his Oiginal
Dixieland Jazz Band even made it all the way to London, where they cut the
first recognized jazz record. Because jazz is improvisational in nature,
recordings of it are of spedal importance. The development of jazz can be
traced from 1923, at which time it was already a mature music form, refined
in the years since its actual conception.^*
In Chicago, Louis Armstrong was dwarfing veterans like Jelly Roll
Morton and King Oliver, and his trumpet playing was so overwhelmingly
original that he would influence jazz for 20 years. A number of white
musicians tried to emulate the New Orleans natives, creating the so-called
Chicago Style. It was largely an imitative hybrid, but it utilized worthy
models and provided inspiration to other white musicians. Most noteworthy
of these young white Chicagoans inspired by the Chicago Style was Benny
Goodman.*5
Blues The blues was a style of music that emerged from the same
origins as jazz. The blues were not simply sad songs as is commonly
perceived, but from dual origins came the word "blues": the depressed
mood of the performers (although it was not prerequisite) as well as the
musical stmcture of the songs, including "blue notes". and 12- bar structure
broken into three harmonic crisis points.*^ The 1920's were a very important
time in the development of the blues, and some of the most important blues
musicians embarked on their careers. A number of them borrowed jazz
musicians for recording their music, and this reinforced the ties between the
two musical genres. In 1924, New York became yet another city important
to the spread of jazz and blues when Louis Armstrong moved there to join
Hetcher Henderson's band. His influence was great there, as was the
influence of other New Orleans musicians; despite the fact that most New
Yorkers found the blues a bit unrefined, they appreciated its communicative power. Kansas City, Missouri was another city important for jazz:
many musicians from around the country migrated there to form small
bands. After a while, the traditional New Orleans concept was replaced by
the big band sound of the east.*''
Jazz was not without its problems. Some of the most superficial
aspects of the music form were adapted by popular artists, and Paul
Whiteman, the "King of Jazz," diluted the vigor of real jazz with his
"symphonic jazz" .18
Swing In the 1920's, before electric amplification, jazz bands had
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to expand in number to accommodate bigger ballrooms and dance halls. As
the number of musicians grew, so did the need to arrange the music. The
big-name arrangers of the era were Fletcher Henderson, Benny Carter, Don
Redman (who, along with Louis Armstrong, was responsible for the music
stylefirstdubbed "swing") Sy Oliver, and most notably Duke Ellington. He
was regarded as one of the most gifted musicians in the history of jazz, and
he dominated big-band jazz for thirty years.''
The big bands usually sported a generous vocal chorus, but black
bands tended to favor instrumental arrangements that left room for improvisational solos. The popularity of public ballrooms and radio rose, and
so did the popularity of jazz. The widespread audience started to appreciate
more and more the exciting pulse, which came to be known as swing. Duke
Ellington wrote the famous It Don't Mean a Thing If It Ain't Got That Swing
in 1932, Benny Goodman became the "King of Swing", and swing became
a national sensation. Later, a large part of the public was alienated by cheap
imitations of swing, but the most influential musicians in jazz were to
continue to emerge from big bands: Lester Young, Charlie Parker, Charlie
Christian, and Dizzy Gillespie.^o The swing age is often thought of as having
been culminated in Goodman's 1938 concert at Camegie Hall, after the start
of the war swing basically petered out.^^
Bop

In the 1940's, a reaction to the now stagnant sv^ang set in,

known as bop. It was so different from swing that many accused its
proponents of deliberately rupturing the progression of jazz. The most
notable changes from the old to the new were the rhythmic changes, and the
musicians most responsible for bop were Charlie Parker and Dizzy Gillespie.
Gillespie was noted for his contributions to the style, and said it was a way
to "shake off white plagiarists." Later, Parker would emerge as the most
influential person in the progression of bKDp, due to his exceptional inventiveness, melody, and harmonic imagination. Thelonius Monk, also considered one of the founders of bebop, did not come to the forefront until the
1950's, when he provided the means for a segue into Modem Jazz.22
At the end of the 1940's, there came into being a new type of music,
"progressive jazz." This style was usually found in the larger, bopinfluenced bands like those led by Woody Herman, Boyd Raebum, and Stan
Kenton. Woody Herman was the most successful in that he succeeded in
marrying bop ideas to the older, driving beat of swing.23
The New Orleans Revival

When older musicians from New

Orleans were brought more into the limelight through records, that city
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enjoyed somewhat of a revival. The increase in popularity of Dixieland jazz
throughout Europe and Australia helped the revival along, and new
attention was given to the older musicians still playing in New Orleans.
Even though they were at once pioneers of jazz, they had by this time
become overexposed due to the abundant recordings, and were by that time
past their prime. This proved, to some critics, that the last of the New
Orleans jazz greats had indeed migrated elsewhere when Storyville was
closed in 1917.24
Cool Jazz and Rhythm and Blues

Bop was regarded as cool,

while its predecessors had been though of a hot. "Bop" became an
unacceptable name for the style, and "cool" was the new titie for the music.
Cool jazz was a reaction to the intricacies of bop, because within that
framework, improvisation was a difficult task. The rhythm was more
relaxed in cool jazz, and the harmonic structures were more relaxed. A new
movement sought to marry mild jazz with classical influences, and another
more esoteric movement tried to be more relaxed and improvisational. This
style, though, had very tenuous ties with jazz itself.^s
Another post-war style that came into being was Rhythm and
Blues, and like other offshoots of jazz was a reaction to its growing
complexity. Its most prominent attraction was the heavy, danceable beat
that appealed to a younger audience. For the most part, the music and lyrics
that accompanied the beat were inane, which would later carry over into
rock and roll. John Lee Hooker and Muddy Waters were two individuals
that overcame the banality of Rhythm and Blues, persevering to keep the
quality of R&B high.26
Modem Trends

Many innovations came about in the

1960's, and it became difficult to distinguish between the real ones and the
deliberately eccentric. Many avant-garde musidans surfaced, including
Omette Coleman, John Coltrane, Cecil Taylor, Charles Mingus, and Don
Cherry. John Coltrane used a technique, "Free Form", that emphasized
spontaneous improvisation. This style was not too concemed with harmony and stmcture, and used many foreign influences. At the time of his
death, Coltrane was probably the most important innovator in jazz.27
Besides foreign and early jazz influences, jazz was also impacted by
the newer style of rock and roll. While as a movement jazz-rock was never
very influential, some of its practitioners persevered and innovated the
style, spedfically in the use of electronic instruments and amplification.
Some of the most noteworthy examples of the rock-jazz innovators are
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Herbie Hancock, Chick Corea, and Joe Zawinal. The first musician to really
utilize electronic amplification and effects was Miles Davis, and he continues
to be a very important in jazz innovations.28
Overall, jazz music has undergone a multitude of changes, many of
which have some basis in cultural aspects of the performers themselves.
Many of the modifications of the music style rose from the very times in
which the performers pacticed their trade. When looking at the culture of
the United States, jazz can not be overlooked for its impact on the music of
the country, and on the society itself.

1 Collier's Encyclopedia. 1988 ed., s.v. "Jazz," p. 512.
2 Ibid., p. 512.
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Lexicon or Japanese Terms
Agari-ba
Age-yen
Ai
Ainu
Amado
Andon
Ara-mitania
Arigato
Asagao
Bakufu
Bakuhan
Ben jo
Biwa
Biyo-bu
Bukoku-ho
Buraku
Bushido

Cha-dokoro
Cha-ire
Cha-no-yu
Chigi
Chigyo
Chodzu-ba
Chodzu-bachi
Chu
Chu-nuri
Daikaku-ji
Dai-ju-no
Daiku
Dajo-daijin
Daimio, Daimyo
Dajokan
Diet
Dodai
Dodai-ishi
Do-ma

87
The floor for standing upon in coming out of the
bath
A platform that can be raised or lowered
Love, specifically a superior's love of a dependant
A Caucasian aboriginal race found in northem
Japan
Rain-door. The outside sliding doors by which the
house is closed at night
A lamp
The side of the soul that is rough, adventurous,
and sometimes evil
Thank-you, "tiiis difficult thing"
A colloquial name for a porcelain urinal, from its
resemblance to the flower of the morning-glory.
The samurai mle. literally, "Tent government"
derived from the tents from which the samurai
overlooked their campaigns
A combination of bakufu and han (domain of the
daimyos)
Privy. Place for business
A lute with four strings
A folding screen
Laws that were written by local daimyos
A hamlet of some fifteen houses, a district in a
village
"The way of the Samurai," a term popularized
during this century to designate traditional Japanese ideals of conduct. Dr. Inazo Ni tobe, Bushido:
The Soul of Japan, itemizes as busido: rectitude or
justice, courage, benevolence, politeness, sincerity, honor, loyalty, and self-control.
Tea-place
Tea-jar; literally, "tea-put-in."
A shelf, one half of which is on a different plane
from the other
The decorative motif of a single pair of crossed
rafters at either end of a building
A heirarchal system of feudal rule
Privy. Literally, "hand-water-place."
A convenience near the privy for washing the
hands
Fealty to the Emperor
Middle layer of plaster
One of the families who comp)eted for power when
the daimyo took over in the 1330's
A pan for holding burning charcoal, used in replenishing the hibachi
A carpenter
Grand minister of state
A feudal lord-representatives of the rulers sent to
inspect outlands, and dedded to keep them
Coundl of State under the Ritsu-ryo govemment
Japan's parliament
The foundation-sill of a house
Foundation stone
Earth-space. A small unfloored court at the entrance of the house
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Donen
Eta
Fukuro-dana
Fumi-ishi
Euro
Furosaki biyo-bu
Fusuma
Fu-tai
Futon
Gaijin
Ge-dan
Geisha
Genka
Genkosha busho
Genro
Geta
Gi
Gimu
Giri
Go
Goyemon buro
Habakari
Hagi
Haji
Haragei
Haraki'ri, Seppuku
Hashira
Hashira kakushi
Heian period
Hibachi
Hibashi
Hikite
Hi-no-ki
Hirachi
Hisashi
Hogyo
Hon-gawara
Hysteri
Ichi-yo-dana
Ijime
Inkyo
Insei
Iri-kawa
Irimoya
Ise Naiku

Age mates
A pariah in pre-Meiji times
Cupboard; literally, "pouch-shelf."
Stepping-stone
A small culinary furnace, also a bath tub
A two-fold screen placed in front of the furo
A sliding screen between rooms
The bands which hang down in front of the kakemono; literally, "wind-band."
A quilted bed-cover
"Outside People," anyone from muko; a foreigner
Lower step
A courtesan especially trained and given high
prestige
The porch at the entrance of a house
Kokan Shinen's 1332 history of Buddhism in Japan
Elder statesman
Wodden clogs
Righteousness
A category of Japanese obligations
A category of Japanese obligations
A unit of measure of capacity, less than one cup
A form of bath tub
A privy
A kind of rush
Shame
"Belly Language," non-verbal communication
Suicide according to the Samurai code. Seppuku
is the more elegant term. It was the exclusive
privelage of nobles and samurai in feudal times
A post
A long narrow picture to hang on a post in a room;
literally, "post-hide."
The period following the Nara Period, that lasted
from 784 to 1192
A brazier for holding hot coals for warming the
apartments
Metal tongs
A recessed catch in a screen for sliding it back and
forth
A spedes of pine
The first type of Japanese dwelling with a floor,
immediately following the Tateana
A small roof projecting over a door or window
A square-pyramid roof
True tile
Nervousness and instability, generally used of
women
A kind of shelf
Bullying or teasing in school
The state of formal retirement from active life
Cloistered emp>eror. Retired emperors who ruled
from behind closed doors
The space between the verandah and room
Combination hipf)ed and gable roof
The most highly revered Shinto shrine in Japan,
dedicated to its highest deity, Ameterasu Omikami
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Ishi-doro
Issei
Isshin
Ji-bukuro
Jicho
Jimyo-in

Jin
Jin-dai-sugi
Jingi
Jingikan
Jinrikisha
Jiriki
Ji-zai
Jo-dan
Jodo
Joei shikimoku
Jomon
Judo
Jujitsu
Juku
Kabuki
Kago
Kagura
Kaikosha
Kake-mono
Kaki
Kamado
Kamakura
Kami
Kamikaze

Kami-dana
Kamoi
Kampaku
Kana
Kanji
Kanrei
Kara-kami
Katajikenai
Kawarake
Kaya
Kazari-kugi

A stone lantern
An American of Japanese ancestory, bom in Japan
To restore, to dip back into the past, a slogan of the
Meiji restoration
Cupboard
Self-respect, drcumspection
The aristocratic line that competed with the
Daikaku-ji for power after the daimyo took over in
the 1330's
Obligation which is outside the obligatory code.
From Jen, Chinese for "good human relations and
benevolence."
"Cedar of God's Age"
Variant of jin, an obligation outside the obligatory
code
Office of Deities under the Ritsu-ryo govemment
A two-wheeled vehicle drawn by a man
Self-help, spiritual training dependent solely on
one's own disciplined human powers
A hook used for hanging pots over the fire
Upper step. Raised floor in a house
"Pure land" sect of Zen Buddhism
A legal code drawn up in 1232 for the Kamakura
bakufu
The culture of Japan from about 8,000 B.C. to the
2nd or 3rd century B.C. It was named for the cord
marks on the pottery from the period
A form of jujitsu, Japanese wrestling
Japanese wrestiing
Part-timecram school, for preparation forentrance
exams
Popular drama
Sedan chair
Traditional dances performed at Shinto shrines
Name of a private school of architecture
Hanging picture
Fence
Kitchen range
The govemment in power from 1192 to 1333
Head, source. Shinto term for "diety"; spirit
"Divine wind" The hurricane which drove back
and overtumed Genghis Khan's invading fleet in
the thirteenth century. The pilot's of suicide planes
in World War II were called the "Kamikaze Corps."
Higher room
Lintel
Chief councillor during the latter part of the Ritsuryo
Phonetic Japanese characters
Chinese characters (word-symbols)
Deputy shogun
Sliding screen between rooms
Thank you, "I am insulted"
Unglazed earthen ware
A kind of grass used for thatch, or Mosquito netting
Ornamental headed nails
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Muko

The bands which hang down in front of the kakemono; literally "wind-band."
Head of the police and judicature under the ritsuryo govemment
Toilet-room
A kind of hardwood
Thank you, "This poisonous feeling"
Repentance. A period of withdrawal to remove
"tiie rust of the body"
A single-gabled roof
Filial piety
Problems having no rational answer, set by the
Zen cult for those in training
One of the major andent histories of Japan
Privy; literally "back frame."
Obligation to the emperor, the State
A county under the Ritsu-ryo govemment
A kind of paper used for a dado
A small, low door in a gate
A province under the Risu-ryo govemment
A fireproof store house
A kind of ornamental fence
The secretary/archivist to the emperor under the
Ritsu-ryo government.
"The way of the bow and Horse," the samurai code
of chivalry
Middle post
Window
A kind of ornamental fence
A carpenter's iron square
"Sincerity"
Pictures that are kept rolled up, not hung.
Shelf for maki-mono
"Sincerity"
Pillow
An anthology of verse dating from the eighth
century that reflected the national pride in Japan
The period of the reign of the emperor Meiji, 18681912. It designates the beginning of the modem
era for Japan. Also, the Meiji restoration, characterized by social and political revolution, which
saw the ratification of a constitution
Bottie for offering wine to the gods
A kind of bread made of glutinous rice
Badge or crest
Powdered leaves of a certain plant, which are
burned in a cone on the surface of the body for
curative purposes. It cures ailments and naughtiness
The elimination of the observer-self achieved by
those who have taken training
"Over there," a vague term for all places outside

Mune
Naka-tsubo
Nan-do
Nara

Ridge of roof
Middle space
Store-room or pantry
The period that marked the beginning of the impe-

Kaze-obi
Kebiishi
Kesho-no-ma
Keyaki
Kino do'ku
Kinshin
Kirizuma
Ko
Koan
Koji-ki
Ko-ka
Ko-on
Kori or gun
Koshi-bari
Kuguri-do
Kumi or koku
Kura
Kuro-moji-gaki
Kurudo
Kyuba no michi
Ma-bashira
Mado
Ma-gaki
Magari-gane
Magokoro
Maki-mono
Maki-mono-dana
Makoto
Makura
Manyo-shu
Meiji era

Miki-dokkuri
Mochi
Mon
Moxa

Muga

Japan
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Narakin
Neda-maruta
Nedzumi-bashira
Nigi-mitania
Nihon-shoki
Nikai-bari
Nirvana
Nisei
No or Noh
Noren
Nuki
Nuri-wen
Nushi
Ochi-yen
Omote
On
Oshi-ire
Otoshi-kake
Oya
Ramma
Ritsu-ryo
Ro
Ro-ka
Ronin
Sake
Sakoku
Salo or ri
Samisen
Samisen-tsugi
Samurai
Sashi-mono-ya
Satori
Sengoku
Sessho
Setsu-in
Shaku
Shaku
Shichirin
Shikii

rial state of Japan, between A.D. 710 and 784
"A pawn promoted to Queen" (chess)
Cross beams to support floor
Cross beam at the end of a building, literally "ratpost"
The side of the soul that is mild, refined, happy,
healthy, and prosperous
One of the major ancient histories of Japan written
in the eighth century
Horizontal beam to support second story floor
(Sanskrit) Final emancipation of the soul from
transmigration; state of not-being; absorption into
the divine
An American of Japanese ancestry bom in the
United States
Classic drama
Curtain or hanging screen
A stick passed through mortised holes to bind
together upright posts
A veranda unprotected by amado
Master
A low platform
The "face" of an object
A category of incurred obligations
Closet, literally "push, put in"
.Hanging partition
Parents
Open ornamental work over the screens which
form the partitions in the house
An adaptation of China's lii-ling system of govemment, ritsu being the criminal code and ryo
being the administrative and civil codes
Hearth or fire place, in the floor
Corridor, covered way
In feudal times samurai retainers who, because of
disgrace or because of the death or dishonor of
their overlord, had become masterless men
Fermented liquor brewed from rice
National seclusion, started in 1630's
A village under the Ritsu-ryo govemment
A guitar with three strings
A peculiar splice for joining timber
Military class priviledged to wear two swords:
below them were the common people: farmers,
artisans, and merchants
Cabinet maker
Buddhist enlightenment
"Warring Country"; The daimyo that came to
power in the 1550's
Regent during the latter part of the Ritsu-ryo
Privy, literally "snow-hide"
A wooden tablet formerly carried by nobles when
in the presence of the emporer
A measure of ten inches. A Japanese foot
A brazier for cooking purposes
The lower grooved beam in which the door or
screens slide
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Shikken
Shimmei
Shin
Shinden
Shingon
Shinto
Shita-nuri
Shoen
Shoin
Shogun

Shogunate
Shoji
Shuyo
Sode-gaki
Sonno joi
Sudare
Sugi
Sumimase
Sumi-sashi
Sumi-tsubo
Sun
Sunoko
Sutra

Tabako-bon
Tai setsu
Takayuka
Tamari-no-ma
Tansu
Tariki
Taruki
Tatami
Tateana
Tendai
Ten-jo
Te-shoku
To-bukuro
Toimura

A regent under the Kamakura bakufu
A type of architecture, a modification of earlier
roof designs. An example is the Ise Naiku
"Tme" school of Zen Buddhism
A style of architecture related to Zen Buddhism,
characterized by the symbolic use of streams,
flowers, and bushes.
The sect of Buddhism founded in the Heian period
by Kukai
The primitive religion of Japan
The first layer of plaster
A manor owned by aristocrats and temple officials
A style of architecture pattemed after a monk's
verse-reading room. It became the basis for Japanese domestic architecture
In pre-Meiji times the actual ruler of Japan; succession was hereditary as long as a fanrdly could
remain in power. The shogun was always invested by the Emperor
Military govemment
The outside door sash covered with thin paper
Self-disdpline, mental training
A srrwll ornamental fence adjoining a house
"Restore the Emperor and expel the barbarians" A
slogan of the Meiji Restoration
A shade made of split bamboo or reeds
Cedar
Thank you, I'm sorry "this never ends"
A marking brush made of wood
An ink pot used by carpenters in lieu of a chalk line
One tenth of a Japanese foot
A platform made of bamboo
(Sanskrit) Short collections of dialogues and aphorisms. The disciples of Gautama Buddha wrote
such Sutras in the conversational idiom of their
day (PaH).
A box or tray in which the fire and smoking
utensils are kept
Higher Law
The type of Japanese dwellings that was a modification of the hirachi, but with a raised first floor
(above the ground plane)
Anteroom
Bureau
'Help of another' Spiritual blessing which is an act
of grace.
A rafter of the roof
A floor mat
The first structures used for dwellings, shallow pit
dwellings
The sect of Buddhism founded in the Heian period
by Saicho
Ceiling
Hand lamp
Closet in which outside doors are stowed away
Contractors who stored, transp>orted, and sold
goods
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Tokkuri
To-ko
Toko-bashira
Tokonoma
Tonari gumi
Torii
Tsubo
Tsugi-no-ma
Tsui-tate
Tsume-sho
Ura
Usukasumi-dana
Uwa-nuri
Watari
Wo
Yane
Yane-shita
Yashiki
Yayoi
Yedo-gawara
Yen
Yen-gawa
Yen-riyo
Yen-zashiki
Yo-ba
Yoga
Yosemune
Yoshi
Yoshi-do
Yu-dono
Yuka-shita
Zaibatsu
Zen

A bottle
The floor of a tokonoma
The post dividing the two bays or recesses in the
guest room
A bay or recess where a picture is hung
Small neighborhood groups of about five to ten
families
A portal or structure of stone or wood erected in
front of a Shinto temple
An area of six feet square
Second room
A screen of one leaf set in a frame
A servant's waiting room
The "back" of an object
A name for shelf, literally "thin mist shelf"
The last layer of plaster
A passage, literally "to cross over"
The term used by the Chinese for the people of
ancient Japan
Roof; literally, "house-root"
Roof beams
A lot of ground upon which a house stands, an
enclosure for a daimio's residence
The culture of Japan from about 250 B.C. to about
A.D. 250.
Yedo tile
A coin, equals one dollar
Veranda
Reserve
End parlor
Privy, literally "place for business"
(Sanskrit) A form of ascetic philosophy and practice prevalent in India from earliest hi storical times
A hipped roof; also Shichu
A kind of reed
A screen made of yoshi
Bathroom
The beam supporting the first floor
Big business; influential members of the economic
heirarchy; financial diques
A Buddhist cult introduced from China and important in Japan since the twelfth century. It was
an upper-class cult of the mlers and warriors and
still contrasts with the great tariki Buddhist cults
with their huge membership.

The Lexicon of Terms has been taken from The Chrysanthemum and the
Sword, t)y Ruth Benedict, Japanese Homes and Their Surroundings, by
Edward S. Morse, and fromEncyclopedia Britannica.
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PROCESS
The project was approached differently than the programming
phase; Jazz music was researched on a preliminary basis, that is to say I do
not put myself forth as any type of expert on musical theory. A basic
understanding was attained so as to be more informed on the project itself.
As one of the basic objectives of the programming phase was to understand
Japanese architectijral and cultural aspects, a more extensive examination
of Jazz was necessary.
In examining Jazz, many songs were reviewed, a process initiated
in order to gain a "feel" for the music. As was suspected, the music form is
as varied as architecture itself. One of the songs, "Billie's Bounce," was
picked for its apparent "jazzness" and due to the fact that it was an
instrumental piece. The song was abstracted into a graphic form after much
consideration. The abstraction continued until the final graphic was arrived
at. Furthermore, the "feel" of the song was continued into a sketching
period in which 1 tried to capture the feelings of the song in loose, freehand
sketches. What actually occurred was that the basic structure of the song,
a s ! had identified, was utilized to structure parti sketches. Simultaneously,
the song's structure became a foundation on which to place programmatic
requirements, the five zones identified in the program. The final configuration was decided upon, and from that point the building, rather than the
spatial adjacencies, was designed.
The building was designed mostly in plan at first, later coming into
light through model explorations and elevation studies. The diagrammatic
parti was derived directly from the one particular jazz song that 1 abstracted. As the design process continued, the jazz aspects of the project
were put aside shortly in order to better understand and reflect Japanese
architecture.
Much studying was done before the beginning of the semester, and
things 1 learned then were brought over into the design. 1 cannot say,
though, exactiy, precisely where things always came from or were rooted.
1 knew them, therefore 1 used them. The sutx:onscious is a strange thing, and
it's funny how things get pulled to the surface.
PROJECT
Many different comfX)ncnts of the design were directiy based in
traditional Japanese concepts, all of which would be too numerous to
explore here. Suffice to say that through the programming and schematic
design phase, explorations and modifications were made on a daily basis,
and the overall esthetic of the project shows many varied influences of
traditional Japanese architecture.
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One of the most basic developments was that of the ridge pole. As
can be seen in the program, the ridge pole concept is one that influenced
Shinto architecture heavily throughout itsdevelopment. It is for this reason
that I employed it, aih>oit in an abstracted form, in the Jazz Center. This one
instance is illustrative of the many forms utilized in the project.
The religious influences on the architecture were not kept religious
per se; they were simply used as sources of details, ordering principles, and
formal issues. Like in many vernaculars, precedentsare abstracted through
time to arrive at the final form.

Other precedents used here are the

importance of the roof, a well-known tradition in Asian architecture; stone
bearing wall construction, directly from fortress or castle construction;
heavy timber constmction, also a Japanese tradition; the ken grid for the
structural system and in the plaza paving, proportioning systems seen in
residential architecture. Many influences are apparent in the final design,
and they arrived due to an overall reverence for Japanese architectural
esthetics.
A dichotomy was seen as the one way to reflect the cultural tensions
between the west and the east. In that vein, the facade was designed so as
to reflect thedifferencebetween the traditional architectureofjapan and the
temporary nature of westem buildings. The impermanent nature of fasttrack buildings is reflected in the panel system in the facade; the fragmented
nature of westem architecture is seen in the "push-in" and "pull-out"
system of the fire stairs, the sound booths for the auditorium, the balcony,
basically anything on the front of the building that is not flush with the
surrounding bearing wall.
The interior floor system is representative of the dichotomy as well.
The wood structure is purposefully pulled away from the stone wall, to
reflect its different nature; the nature of space and of object. The wall,
although part of a parti rooted in a jazz song, came to represent the way the
Japanese, according to Mitsuo Inoue in his book Space in Japanese Architecture, studied buildings until about 1952-as object rather than as space.
Some discrepancies were identified between the whole of Japanese architecture and the fact that they studied things as objects rather than as spaces.
1 did not reflect enough that the object-oriented way of looking at Japanese
architecture is an academic occurrence, rather than an all-pervasive theoretical base for their buildings.
The presentation drawings are purposefully understated; subtlety
is a virtue. The natural tendencies of Japan are reflected in the freehand
drawing style. A natural material, wood, was utilized in the model to make
reference to natural, organic, evolutionary architecture. The very fact that
1, a Westerner, created it is seen in the abstraction of the forms and ordering
principles. Herein lies support of the thesis. l a m a Westemcr designing for
japan. 1 cannot t>e a Japanese, and have not tried to act like one, or design
like one. But 1 have designed for a country that we all need to look at in a
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different light. Our creationistic tendenciesare but one way of looking at the
universe, and until \vc understand other ways of seeing that very universe,
we should not be so presumptuous to think our way is the right way.
The color xerox copies of the project drawings and model follow
this section.

END NOTE
As was hit upon in the final presentation, this project is mine. All
mine. 1 programmed in such a way as to leam about Japanese culture, then
about Jazz as a vehicle was identified. One fault I saw in the thesis
curriculum here at TTU was that it is a time to perform rather than to learn.
I set about to leam, and I feel that I have succeeded.
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